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This section discusses how to work with files—or user databases (UDBs)—from an
NCL process.  The section:

Describes the Enscribe file structures supported by NCL

Explains the meaning of the terms “UDB” and “UDB pair,” and outlines how to
create a UDB and the files in a UDB pair

Discusses how to control access to a UDB and UDB pair by using the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS UDBCTL commands

Describes how to display information about UDBs, UDB pairs, and users of UDBs

Summarizes how to control access to a UDB and UDB pair by using the NCL FILE
verbs

Lists the system variables set by the FILE verbs

Discusses how to use the FILE verbs to manipulate UDBs and UDB pairs, and
records in UDBs and UDB pairs, from an NCL process

Table 12-1 summarizes the verbs and NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands
discussed in this section.

Table 12-1.  Verbs and NonStop NET/MASTER MS Commands Used With Files (Page 1 of 2)

Verb or Command Description

FILE ADD verb Adds a record to a file, pair of files, or to an operating system
process.

FILE CLOSE verb Closes a file, pair of files, or operating system process.

FILE DEL verb Deletes a record or a series of records from a key-sequenced file or
pair of files.

FILE GET verb Retrieves a record from the current file or pair of files.

FILE OPEN verb Opens a file or pair of files or operating system process for
processing by NCL.

FILE PUT verb Replaces an already existing record in or adds a new record to a file,
a pair of files, or an operating system process.

FILE PUTGET verb Puts records to and gets records from an operating system process
from NCL.

FILE SET verb Specifies a new file or pair of files to be the current file or pair of files,
or allows you to change the attributes of the current file or pair of
files.

SHOW FILES command Displays information about the physical attributes of user databases
(UDBs).
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Table 12-1.  Verbs and NonStop NET/MASTER MS Commands Used With Files (Page 2 of 2)

Verb or Command Description

SHOW UDB command Displays the status of user databases (UDBs).

SHOW UDBUSER command Displays information about the users and NCL processes that are
currently using user databases (UDB).

UDBCTL file-spec command Associates a user database (UDB) identifier with the name of a file or
the names of a pair of files.

UDBCTL CLOSE command Closes a user database (UDB) or UDB pair.

UDBCTL OPEN command Opens a file or file pair as a user database (UDB) or UDB pair,
respectively.

UDBCTL RESET command Performs a Guardian PURGEDATA operation on a user database
(UDB).

UDBCTL STOP command Dissociates a user database (UDB) identifier from a UDB or UDB
pair.

For the complete syntax of verbs, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Reference
Manual.  For the complete syntax of NonStop NET/MASTER MS commands, refer to
the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual.

Note The terms “file” and “UDB” are regarded as synonyms:  the term “UDB” is used predominantly in this
section.

Enscribe File
Structures and NCL

Enscribe is a Guardian disk-file access method that is supported on Tandem
computers.  NCL works with Enscribe files.  This subsection describes the Enscribe file
structures supported by NCL.

Note The following discussion assumes that you are familiar with the Enscribe access method.  It concentrates
on discussing the Enscribe access method from the perspective of NCL.  Refer to the Enscribe
Programmer's Guide and the Guardian Programmer's Guide for details of the Enscribe access method.

Enscribe File Structures
Supported by NCL

NCL supports two types of structured Enscribe files:  entry-sequenced files and
key-sequenced files.  In addition, NCL supports edit files (for read-only access) and
communication with Guardian processes.  NCL does not support relative files or
unstructured files (except edit files).  Table 12-2 summarizes the FILE verbs that you
can use from NCL with the various types of Enscribe files supported by NCL.
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Table 12-2.  FILE Verbs and Enscribe File Types Supported by NCL

Enscribe File Type

Structured Unstructured

FILE Verb Operation E K R Edit file Guardian. Process

FILE ADD Adds record Y Y N N Y

FILE CLOSE Closes file Y Y N Y Y

FILE DEL Deletes record N Y N N N

FILE GET Retrieves record Y Y N Y N

FILE OPEN Opens file Y Y N Y Y

FILE PUT Adds or updates record Y* Y N N Y

FILE PUTGET Writes/Reads N N N N Y

FILE SET Sets current file Y Y N Y Y

E Entry-sequenced file.

K Key-sequenced file.

R Relative file.

* Can only add a record to an entry-sequenced file;  cannot update records.

Structured Enscribe Files Entry-sequenced and key-sequenced files are structured Enscribe files.  Enscribe files
consist of records.  Records consist of fields.  Fields may contain data.  Figure 12-1
shows a record in a structured (key-sequenced) Enscribe file.

Figure 12-1.  Record in a Structured Key-Sequenced Enscribe File

CUST_CODE NAME ADDRESS PHONE AGE

One Record

Five Fields

025

Records in a structured file have keys.  Each record in a structured file is uniquely
identified from other records in that file by the value of its primary key.
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Entry-Sequenced Files

Entry-sequenced files are designed for sequential access.  They consist of
variable-length records that are always appended to the end of the file in the order in
which they are presented.  As a result, the records in the file are arranged physically
and logically in the order in which they are added to the file.

The primary key for records in entry-sequenced files is a record address maintained by
Enscribe.  The record address is not part of the record.

NCL can read from and write to entry-sequenced files.  Figure 12-2 shows the
structure of a record in an entry-sequenced Enscribe file.  Figure 12-3 shows some
records in an entry-sequenced Enscribe file.

Figure 12-2.  Record Structure in an Entry-Sequenced File

NAME ADDRESS PHONE AGE

Primary Key
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<record address>

Figure 12-3.  Records in an Entry-Sequenced File

613-4533LAKESIDE DRRIVER, O.M. 99

PHONEADDRESSNAME AGE

831-5043HILDA RDHUNT, L.Z. 45

453-8596JONES STADAMS, K.L. 12

777-2034EAST AVEWATSON, E.R. 45

414-5999SMITH STADAMS, J.P. 30
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Key-Sequenced Files

Key-sequenced files consist of variable-length records that are accessed by the values
contained within designated key fields.  There are two types of keys:  primary
(required) and alternate (optional).  The records in a key-sequenced file are stored
logically in ascending order, according to the value contained in their primary key
field.
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The primary key for records in key-sequenced files is a specified data field within a
record.

NCL can read from and write to key-sequenced files.  Figure 12-4 shows the structure
of a record in a key-sequenced file.  Figure 12-5 shows some records in a
key-sequenced file.

Figure 12-4.  Record Structure in a Key-Sequenced File

CUST_CODE NAME ADDRESS PHONE AGE

Primary Key
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Figure 12-5.  Records in a Key-Sequenced File

414-5999SMITH STADAMS, J.P. 30

PHONEADDRESSNAME AGE

453-8596JONES STADAMS, K.L. 12

831-5043HILDA RDHUNT, L.Z. 45

777-2034EAST AVEWATSON, E.R.

45

613-4533LAKESIDE DRRIVER, O.M. 99
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001

CUST_CODE

002

003

004

005

45

Edit Files An edit file is an unstructured Enscribe file:  essentially a byte array on disk that starts
at byte address 0 and continues sequentially upward through whatever byte address is
identified by the end-of-file (EOF).  Tandem editors impose their own private structure
on the data stored in an edit file.  Edit files have a file code of 101.  Users can create an
edit file by using a Tandem editor, such as PS Text Edit (TEDIT) or EDIT.

NCL uses the line number of a record in an edit file as the record key.

NCL regards edit files as entry-sequenced files.  NCL can read from edit files but NCL
cannot write to edit files.
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Guardian Processes A Guardian process is a program that is running.  NCL can communicate with
Guardian processes through standard file-system data transfers.  Communication can
consist of a simple one-way transfer from the originating NCL process to the
destination Guardian process, or a two-way transfer in which the originating NCL
process expects a reply from the destination Guardian process.  The information
transferred because of the interprocess communication appears identical to that of
other files;  there is no implicit or special data format.

NCL regards Guardian processes as entry-sequenced files.  NCL can write to and read
from Guardian processes (using WRITEREAD).

User Databases
(UDBs)

Any file that NCL can process is called a user database (UDB).  Accordingly,
entry-sequenced files, key-sequenced files, edit files, and Guardian processes are all
regarded as UDBs by NCL.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS and NCL processes can work with UDBs in two ways:  as
single UDBs and as UDB pairs (key-sequenced files only).

Single UDBs Normally, you work with single UDBs from NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  When
working with single UDBs, one UDBCTL command or FILE verb refers to one file.

UDB Pairs Sometimes you may want to work with UDB pairs from NonStop NET/MASTER MS.
A UDB pair is two key-sequenced files that are treated as a single unit in all file
processing.  When working with UDB pairs, one UDBCTL command or FILE verb
refers to both files in the pair.

When You Would Work With a UDB Pair

When would you work with a UDB pair, rather than two single UDBs in an NCL
application?  You would do so if all the following conditions were true:

The application deals with two key-sequenced files with certain identical physical
characteristics (described later in this section in “Creating a UDB”).

The key-sequenced files contain (or will contain) information about the same
subject.

The information in one key-sequenced file (the first file opened in the pair) can be
changed by users of the application.  The first file is opened for read and write
access by the application.

The information in the other key-sequenced file (the second file opened in the
pair) must remain unchanged by users of the application.  The second file is
opened for read-only access by the application.

The information in the first file is used to logically modify the information in the
second file.  See “Working With Key-Sequenced Files in a UDB Pair,” later in this
section, for more information.

Consider the following example.  You are writing a complex NCL application for your
installation, and you want to provide help for the users of the application.  In
providing help, you have two aims:  first, you do not want users to be able to modify
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the file containing the help information you distribute with the application; second,
you want users to be able to customize the help information.  You can achieve these
aims by providing two key-sequenced files with the NCL application, and by opening
the files as a UDB pair.

Assume that the application has a FIND command, and that the read-only help file in
the UDB pair states:

The FIND command finds a record that matches the specified criteria.  You type
the FIND command at the command input line.

Suppose that a user, through trial and error, discovers that the F5 function key is also
used to execute the FIND command.  The user can change the help information to:

The FIND command finds a record that matches the specified criteria.  You can
execute the FIND command by typing it at the command input line or by pressing
the F5 function key.

The new help information is added to the file opened for read and write access in the
UDB pair.  The read-only file is unchanged.  However, users who require help
information on the FIND command obtain the changed help information, which has
logically modified the original help information.

Why You Would Work With a UDB Pair

Why would you work with a UDB pair, rather than two single UDBs in an NCL
application?  You would do so for three main reasons:

To improve the performance of the application

To simplify the coding of the application

To automatically ensure information integrity

Performance is improved because you can control access to the two files in the UDB
pair by using a single UDBCTL command or FILE verb, rather than two commands or
verbs.  When using UDB pairs, the number of commands or verbs is reduced.

Coding is simplified because you do not have to deal with two separate files:  the files
are treated as a single unit in all file processing.  This reduces the number of NCL
statements required to perform file operations, to check return codes, and so on.

Information integrity is automatically ensured because the UDBCTL OPEN command
always opens the second file in a UDB pair for read-only access.  Customized
information in the first file logically modifies the information you distribute in the
second file.
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Creating a UDB Before NCL can work with a single UDB or UDB pair, you must create the single file
or two files, respectively.  This subsection discusses how.

Creating a Single UDB You create a single UDB in the same way that you can create any other file on a
Tandem system:

By calling the Guardian file system CREATE procedure from a user-written
program

By using the TACL CREATE command

By using the File Utility Program (FUP) CREATE command

By using a Tandem text editor such as TEDIT or EDIT

By using the Guardian file system PROCESS_CREATE_ or NEWPROCESS
procedure to create a new Guardian process

By using the TACL RUN command to create a new Guardian process

Refer to the Guardian Procedure Calls Reference Manual, Volume 1 and the Enscribe
Programmer's Guide for details on how to use the CREATE procedure.  TACL
commands are presented in the Tandem Advanced Control Language (TACL) Reference
Manual.  FUP commands are presented in the File Utility Program (FUP) Reference
Manual.  You should refer to the suite of manuals that describe TEDIT for how to
create edit files.  The Guardian Programmer's Guide describes how to create Guardian
processes.

Creating the Files in a UDB
Pair

You create the two key-sequenced files in a UDB pair in the same way that you create
other key-sequenced files on a Tandem system:

By calling the Guardian file system CREATE procedure from a user-written
program

By using the File Utility Program (FUP) CREATE command

The following values in each key-sequenced file must be identical:

Record length

Key length and offset of primary keys

Key length and offset of alternate keys (if present)

Additionally, the value of the primary key offset must be zero (0).

Refer to the Guardian Procedure Calls Reference Manual, Volume 1 and the Enscribe
Programmer's Guide for details on how to use the CREATE procedure.  FUP commands
are presented in the File Utility Program (FUP) Reference Manual.
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Creating UDBs From
NonStop NET/MASTER MS

From NonStop NET/MASTER MS, it is usually most convenient to use FUP to create a
UDB or the files in a UDB pair.  The following example uses the OPSYS SEND
command from the OCS command input line to invoke FUP from NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.  The example shows two FUP commands—the first creates an
entry-sequenced file, and the second purges the file:

OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE, TYPE E
OPSYS SEND FUP PURGE $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE !

The following screen shows the result of executing the OPSYS SEND FUP commands
from the OCS command input line:

  (14:10) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE, TYPE E
   NNM1468 File Utility Program - T6553D20 - (01JUN93)    System  \SYS1
   NNM1468 Copyright Tandem Computers Incorporated 1981, 1983, 1985-1993
   NNM1456 CREATED - $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE
   NNM0999 *END*
   START OPSYS SEND FUP PURGE $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE !
   NNM1456 $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE PURGED.
   NNM1456 1 FILE PURGED
   NNM0999 *END*
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

From NCL, you can use either the CMD core statement or the INTCMD verb to
execute these FUP commands.  Using INTCMD is recommended because you can use
the INTREAD verb to read the messages that report the result of the FUP command—
the messages report whether FUP created the file or not.  You can then analyze the
messages and take appropriate action.  Section 16, "Environments and Command
Processing," explains the differences between CMD and INTCMD.

The following examples use the INTCMD verb to invoke FUP from NCL:

INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE, TYPE E"
INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP PURGE $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE !"

Note The Distributed Systems Network Management (DSNM) conversational interface process (CIP) must be
available to execute the OPSYS SEND command from NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  You can use the
STATUS command from the OCS command input line to determine whether DSNM is available.
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Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for more
information on the OPSYS and STATUS commands.

Controlling Access to
UDBs by NonStop
NET/MASTER MS

After you have created a single UDB or the files in a UDB pair, you must prepare the
UDB or UDB pair for system-wide access—that is, prepare it for access by NonStop
NET/MASTER MS—before NCL can work with it.  The UDBCTL commands control
system-wide access to a UDB or UDB pair.  In particular, you must open a UDB or
UDB pair for system-wide access and assign it an identifier before an NCL process can
work with the UDB or UDB pair.

This subsection describes how to use the UDBCTL commands.  Refer to the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for the complete syntax of the UDBCTL
commands, as well as for additional examples.

Opening UDBs for Access
by NonStop NET/MASTER

MS

If you want to work with a single UDB or UDB pair from NonStop NET/MASTER MS,
you must prepare it by using the UDBCTL OPEN command.  This command makes
the UDB or UDB pair known to NonStop NET/MASTER MS and opens the UDB or
UDB pair for system-wide access.  You cannot access a UDB or UDB pair from an NCL
process unless it is known to NonStop NET/MASTER MS and open for system-wide
access.

Entering the following command from the OCS command input line opens a single
UDB for system-wide access:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE

This example shows the simplest form of the UDBCTL command to open a single
UDB.  This command opens MYFILE for use with NonStop NET/MASTER MS for
read and write access.

Entering the following command from the OCS command input line opens a UDB pair
for system-wide access:

UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)

This example shows the simplest form of the UDBCTL command to open a UDB pair.
This command opens both MYFILE1 and MYFILE2 for use with NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.  The order in which the file names are specified is significant:
MYFILE1 (the first file) is opened for read and write access; MYFILE2 (the second file)
is opened for read-only access.

Additionally, the UDB and UDB pair are opened so that many NCL processes, when a
UDB identifier is subsequently assigned, can open the UDB or UDB pair, and so that
no Guardian process has exclusive use of the UDB or UDB pair.

Assigning an Identifier to a UDB or UDB Pair

When you open a UDB or UDB pair by using the UDBCTL OPEN command, you must
assign the UDB or UDB pair an identifier before NCL can work with it.  This is called a
UDB identifier (UDB ID).  The UDB ID is the logical name used by NCL processes to
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access the UDB or UDB pair, and provides a logical connection between NCL and a
UDB or UDB pair.

When you open a single UDB, the UDB ID refers to one file.  When you open a UDB
pair, the UDB ID refers to both files, which are treated as a single unit.

A UDB ID must be from one through eight characters long.  You can use the following
characters in a UDB ID, as long as the first character is not a digit:

Alphabetic characters:  A through Z and a through z
Numeric characters:  0 through 9
Other characters:  # $ @ _

The following examples show valid UDB IDs:

INPUT_1
OUTPUT_10
UDBID_$3
NCL#4

You can assign a UDB ID to a UDB or UDB pair either when you make it known to
NonStop NET/MASTER MS, by using the UDBCTL OPEN command, or afterward.

Assigning an Identifier When a UDB or UDB Pair Is Opened.  If you assign a UDB ID when
you open a UDB or UDB pair, NCL can work with the UDB or UDB pair immediately.
You use the ID operand of the UDBCTL OPEN command to assign an identifier.

The following example assigns the identifier UDBID1 to the UDB MYFILE when you
open the UDB:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1

The following example assigns the identifier UDBID1 to the UDBs MYFILE1 and
MYFILE2 when you open the UDB pair:

UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)
       ID=UDBID1

You can use an asterisk (*) as the qualifier to the ID operand.  For a single UDB,
NonStop NET/MASTER MS uses the unqualified part of the UDB name as the
UDB ID.  For a UDB pair, NonStop NET/MASTER MS uses the unqualified part of the
second file name as the UDB ID.

The following example assigns the identifier MYFILE to the UDB MYFILE when you
open the UDB:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=*

The preceding example is the same as the following example:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=MYFILE
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The following code segment opens MYFILE from an NCL process and assigns the
UDB an identifier:

…
/* Opens the UDB with a UDB ID */
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1"
…

The following example assigns the identifier MYFILE2 to the UDBs MYFILE1 and
MYFILE2 when you open the UDB pair:

UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2) ID=*

The preceding example is the same as the following example:

UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)
       ID=MYFILE2

The following code segment opens the UDB pair from an NCL process and assigns the
UDB pair an identifier:

…
/* Opens the UDB pair with a UDB ID */
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,",
                    "$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2) ID=UDBID1"
…

Assigning an Identifier After a UDB or UDB Pair Is Opened.  If you do not assign an identifier
when you open the UDB or UDB pair by using the UDBCTL OPEN command, you
must assign an identifier later on before NCL can work with the UDB or UDB pair.
This requires two UDBCTL commands—one to open the UDB or UDB pair, another to
assign the UDB ID.

Entering the following two commands opens a UDB and then assigns the UDB an
identifier:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE
UDBCTL $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE=UDBID1

The following code segment opens MYFILE from an NCL process and then assigns the
identifier UDBID1 to the UDB after the UDB is opened:

…
/* Opens the UDB without a UDB ID */
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE"
…
/* Assigns a UDB ID to the UDB */
INTCMD "UDBCTL $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE=UDBID1"
…

Entering the following two commands opens a UDB pair and then assigns the UDB
pair an identifier:

UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)
UDBCTL ($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)=UDBID1
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The following code segment opens the UDB pair from an NCL process and then
assigns the identifier UDBID1 to the UDB pair after the UDB pair is opened:

…
/* Opens the UDB pair without a UDB ID */
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,",
                    "$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)"
…
/* Assigns a UDB ID to the UDB pair */
INTCMD "UDBCTL ($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,",
               "$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)=UDBID1"
…

Opening a UDB or UDB Pair for Read-Only Access

When you open a single UDB, it is opened by default for both read access and write
access.  If you want to open a single UDB for read-only access, you must specify
INPUT as the qualifier to the UDBCTL OPEN command.  The following example
opens the UDB MYFILE for read-only access and assigns the identifier UDBID1 to
MYFILE:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1 INPUT

When you open a UDB pair, the first file you specify is opened by default for both read
access and write access, the second (always) for read-only access.  If you also want to
open the first file for read-only access, you must specify INPUT as the qualifier to the
UDBCTL OPEN command.  The following example opens the UDB MYFILE1 (in
addition to MYFILE2) for read-only access, and assigns the identifier UDBID1 to the
UDB pair:

UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)
       ID=UDBID1 INPUT

Performing a RESET Operation on a UDB or UDB Pair

You can perform a RESET operation on a single UDB or the first file in a UDB pair.

A RESET operation logically (but not physically) removes all data from a UDB.  It does
so by setting the EOF pointer to the beginning of the UDB.  The UDB still exists after a
RESET operation.  You can display the UDB by using the SHOW UDB command;
however, it logically contains no data.

You can perform a RESET operation on a single UDB before you open it or when you
open it.  You can perform a RESET operation on the first file in a UDB pair when you
open the pair.

(The RESET operation performs the same function as the Guardian PURGEDATA
operation.  Refer to the File Utility Program (FUP) Reference Manual for additional
information on PURGEDATA.)
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Performing a RESET Operation on a Single UDB.  To perform a RESET operation on a single
UDB before you open it, use the UDBCTL RESET command.  The following example
performs a RESET operation on MYFILE:

UDBCTL RESET=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE

To perform a RESET operation on a single UDB when you open it, use the RESET
operand of the UDBCTL OPEN command.  The following example performs a RESET
operation on MYFILE:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1 RESET

Performing a RESET Operation on the First File in a UDB Pair.  To perform a RESET operation
on the first file in a UDB pair, use the RESET operand of the UDBCTL OPEN
command.  The following example performs a RESET operation on MYFILE1 in the
UDB pair:

UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2) RESET

The second file in the UDB pair is not affected.

Buffer Management Options

The Enscribe access method includes two buffer management options for handling
UDBs:  cache buffering and sequential block buffering.  When you open a UDB or
UDB pair with UDBCTL OPEN, you can specify the buffer management options that
you want the Enscribe access method to use on the UDB or UDB pair with three
operands:  BUFFERED, ACCESS, and SEQUENTIALBUFFERING.

These operands affect the performance of the Enscribe access method as it processes a
UDB; they do not affect how NCL processes a UDB.  Accordingly, this section does not
describe how to use the operands, but simply provides some examples.

The following example opens the UDB MYFILE, assigns it the identifier of UDBID1,
performs a PURGEDATA operation, and specifies that records are to be buffered in
cache memory before being transferred to the disk:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1 RESET BUFFERED

The following example opens the UDB MYFILE, assigns it the identifier of UDBID1,
and specifies shared sequential buffering:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1 BUFFERED
       ACCESS=SEQUENTIAL

The following example opens the UDB MYFILE, assigns it the identifier of UDBID1,
and specifies shared access to the disk cache:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1
       SEQUENTIALBUFFERING=SHARED

Refer to the Enscribe Programmer's Guide for additional information on buffering
strategies.
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Specifying the Guardian User ID

Your available Guardian user IDs (GUIDs) are assigned to you by User ID
Management Services (UMS).  You can determine your current GUID by using the
PROFILE command.

You can control whether a UDB or UDB pair is opened using your current GUID or
the GUID of NonStop NET/MASTER MS when an NCL process uses the FILE OPEN
verb.  This is controlled by the SWGUID operand of the UDBCTL OPEN command.

The following example specifies that a UDB is opened using your current GUID when
an NCL process uses the FILE OPEN verb:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1 SWGUID=YES

The following example specifies that a UDB pair is opened using your current GUID
when an NCL process uses the FILE OPEN verb:

UDB OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)
       ID=UDBID1 SWGUID=YES

Note The UDBCTL OPEN command does not perform a Guardian OPEN of the file if SWGUID=YES.
Therefore, you do not know whether the file is available until an NCL process attempts to open it using the
FILE OPEN verb.  The SHOW UDB command always shows that the UDB or UDB pair is available if
SWGUID=YES (even if the file or files in the UDB pair do not exist).

The following example specifies that a UDB is opened using the GUID of NonStop
NET/MASTER MS when an NCL process uses the FILE OPEN verb:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1 SWGUID=NO

The following example specifies that a UDB pair is opened using the GUID of
NonStop NET/MASTER MS when an NCL process uses the FILE OPEN verb:

UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)
       ID=UDBID1 SWGUID=NO

In the preceding two examples, the UDBCTL OPEN command performs a Guardian
OPEN of the file.

Dissociating UDBs From a
UDB Identifier

If a UDB or UDB pair is open, you can dissociate it from its UDB ID by using the
UDBCTL STOP command.  After you have done so, NCL cannot access the UDB or
UDB pair until you assign a new identifier to it.  The old identifier must not be in use
by any other user or NCL process:  otherwise, the dissociation operation fails.  The
UDBCTL STOP command does not close the UDB or UDB pair—the UDB or UDB pair
remains open and known to NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The following example opens a UDB and makes it available to NCL by assigning the
UDB an identifier:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1
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The following example dissociates the UDB from its identifier:

UDBCTL STOP=UDBID1

After you dissociate a UDB from its UDB ID, you must assign it a new identifier if you
want to make it available to NCL again.  The following example assigns the UDB
$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE a new UDB ID:

UDBCTL $DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE=UDBID2

The following example opens a UDB pair and makes it available to NCL by assigning
the UDB pair an identifier:

UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)
       ID=UDBID1

The following example dissociates the UDB pair from its identifier:

UDBCTL STOP=UDBID1

After you dissociate a UDB pair from its UDB ID, you must assign it a new identifier if
you want to make it available to NCL again.  The following example assigns the UDB
pair a new UDB ID:

UDBCTL ($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)=UDBID2

Reassigning a UDB Identifier to Another UDB or UDB Pair

The ability to associate and dissociate a UDB or UDB pair from an identifier provides
you with considerable flexibility in handling UDBs and UDB pairs.  In particular, it
allows you to change the UDBs and UDB pairs that are referred to by an NCL process
without modifying the NCL process.

The following step-by-step example shows how to associate a single UDB with an
identifier, dissociate the UDB from the identifier, and associate another UDB with the
same identifier.  (The steps are the same for a UDB pair, except that you must specify
two file names, rather than one, with each UDBCTL command.)

1. Associate a UDB, LOGFILE1, with an identifier, UDBID1, when you open the
UDB, using the following UDBCTL command:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.LOGFILE1 ID=UDBID1

2. Open another UDB, LOGFILE2, without a UDB ID, using the following UDBCTL
command:

UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.LOGFILE2
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3. Write an NCL procedure called PROC1 that refers to a UDB with the identifier of
UDBID1.  The NCL procedure has statements such as the following:

FILE OPEN ID=UDBID1 FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
FILE GET ID=UDBID1 OPT=KLT ARGS
FILE PUT ID=UDBID1 ARGS
FILE CLOSE ID=UDBID1

If the NCL procedure is executed at this stage, all FILE verbs in PROC1 refer to
LOGFILE1 since LOGFILE1 is associated with the UDB ID of UDBID1.

4. Dissociate UDBID1 from LOGFILE1 using the following UDBCTL command:

UDBCTL STOP=UDBID1

5. Associate UDBID1 with LOGFILE2 using the following UDBCTL command:

UDBCTL $DATA.SUBVOL.LOGFILE2=UDBID1

If the NCL procedure is executed at this stage, all FILE verbs in PROC1 refer to
LOGFILE2 since LOGFILE2 is associated with the UDB ID of UDBID1.

Closing UDBs From Access
by NonStop NET/MASTER

MS

You can use the UDBCTL CLOSE command to close a UDB or UDB pair from
system-wide access.  This closes the UDB or UDB pair and executes an implicit
UDBCTL STOP command for the associated identifier.  Accordingly, the UDB or UDB
pair must not be in use:  otherwise, the operation fails.

The following example closes the UDB MYFILE:

UDBCTL CLOSE=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE

The following code segment closes access to a UDB using the INTCMD verb from an
NCL process:

…
INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE"
INTREAD
…

The following example closes a UDB pair:

UDBCTL CLOSE=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)

The following code segment closes access to a UDB using the INTCMD verb from an
NCL process:

…
INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,",
                     "$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2)"
INTREAD
…

Note You must use the name of the UDB or files in the UDB pair when you close the UDB or UDB pair, not the
associated UDB ID.
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Displaying UDB
Information

After you have opened a UDB or UDB pair, you can use the following NonStop
NET/MASTER MS commands to display UDB information:

SHOW FILES
SHOW UDB
SHOW UDBUSER

These commands are discussed briefly later;  refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Command Reference Manual for more information about these commands.

Displaying Physical
Information About UDBs

The SHOW FILES command displays information about the physical attributes of
UDBs, as the following screen shows:

  (10:54) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   SHOW FILES
   NNM0310 FILENAME                           P-EXT S-EXT CUR MAX RCSZ CODE T
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZLGFILE1       100   100  16  16 4060  896 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZMAPFILE       100    40  11  16 1024  893 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.MSGDB           50    50  16  16 1024    0 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.UADAUTH         10    10   2  16 4050    0 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.UADUTIL          2     2  10  16  700    0 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZUACAUTH        10    10   1  16 4050    0 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZUACUTIL         2     2   7  16  700    0 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.CEXDCF           4    32   2 100  128    0 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZCEXCCF          2     2   3  16  128    0 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZCUSTHLP      2000     2   1  16  130  992 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZHLPDB        2000     2   1  16  130  992 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZRMSDB          16    64   2  16 4000    0 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZRMSMSG         30    30   8  16 1024    0 K
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$SYSTEM.STARTUP.STRTTACL        10     2   1  16  239  101 U
   NNM0311 \SYS1.$DATA4.E.EVENTCX                 4    32   2 100  936    0 K
   NNM0999 *END* 15 FILES DISPLAYED
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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Displaying Status
Information About UDBs

The SHOW UDB command displays information about the status of UDBs, as the
following screen shows:

  (10:55) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   SHOW UDB
   NNM0313 FILENAME                           FILEID   A/U RKP KYL STUS OPTNS
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZLGFILE1     LOGFILE1   0   0  44 SYS  I
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZMAPFILE     MDSMAP     0   0  36 SYS
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.MSGDB        ZHLPMSG    0   0  10 AVAL I
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.UADAUTH      ZUMSDA     0   0  38 AVAL I
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.UADUTIL      ZUMSDU     0   0  37 AVAL I
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZUACAUTH     ZUMSCA     0   0  38 AVAL
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZUACUTIL     ZUMSCU     0   0  37 AVAL
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.CEXDCF       ZCEXD      0   0  20 AVAL I
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZCEXCCF      ZCEXC      0   0  20 AVAL
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZCUSTHLP     ZHLPDB     0   0  48 AVAL
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZHLPDB       ZHLPDB     0   0  48 AVAL I
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZRMSDB       ZRMSDB     0   0  70 AVAL
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.ZNNMDATA.ZRMSMSG      ZRMSMSG    0   0  10 AVAL I
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$SYSTEM.STARTUP.STRTTACL     STRTTACL   0   0   0 AVAL I
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$DATA4.E.EVENTCX             ZHLPCVP    0   0  12 AVAL
   NNM0314 \SYS1.$Z094.#NSTATUS               $Z094N     0   0   0 AVAL
   NNM0999 *END* 16 UDBS DISPLAYED
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The two files ZCUSTHLP and ZHLPDB form a UDB pair and have the same UDB ID
of ZHLPDB (as displayed in the FILEID column).
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If the SHOW UDB command indicates that a UDB or UDB pair is in error, you can use
the error number to determine the cause of the error, and the UDBCTL CLOSE
command to close the UDB or UDB pair.  The following screen shows a UDB in error
and how to use the UDBCTL CLOSE command to close the UDB:

  (14:39) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   UDBCTL OPEN=MYFILE
   NNM0309 OPEN FAILED, ERROR=11, UDB=\SYS1.$DATA9.ZNNM.MYFILE
   SHOW UDB=MYFILE
   NNM0313 FILENAME                           FILEID   A/U RKP KYL STUS OPTNS
   NNM0315 \SYS1.$DATA9.ZNNM.MYFILE           >>> OPEN ERROR=11    ERR
   NNM0999 *END* 1 UDBS DISPLAYED
   UDBCTL CLOSE=MYFILE
   NNM0300 CLOSE REQUEST COMPLETE
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

(Error 11 is a Guardian error number indicating that the file is not found.)

Displaying Information
About UDB Users

The SHOW UDBUSER command displays information about the users and NCL
processes that are currently using a UDB or UDB pair, as the following screen shows:

  (15:16) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   SHOW UDBUSER
   NNM0317 FILEID   USERID   NCL-PROC NCLID  TERMINAL BASE-PROC OPENID
   NNM0318 MESUDB   NMTJN    OPEN_FI* 000046 #5283467 MESUDBA   MESUDB
   NNM0318 DESUDB   NMTJN    OPEN_FI* 000048 #5283467 DESUDBA   DESUDB
   NNM0318 UESUDB   NMTJN    OPEN_FI* 000047 #5283467 UESUDBA   UESUDB
   NNM0999 *END*
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
  PM=>
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Controlling Access to
a UDB or UDB Pair by

NCL

After you have created a UDB or UDB pair, opened it for system-wide access from
NonStop NET/MASTER MS, and assigned it a UDB ID, then an NCL process can
access the UDB or UDB pair and the data contained therein by using the FILE verbs.

Table 12-1 summarizes the FILE verbs.  Table 12-2 summarizes the FILE verbs and
Enscribe file types supported by NCL.  These tables appear earlier in this section.  The
following subsections discuss how to use the FILE verbs in detail.  This subsection lists
the system variables set by the FILE verbs, briefly discusses the &SYS.FILE.RC system
variable, and briefly explains how to handle run-time file errors.

System Variables Set by
FILE Verbs

When attempting to open a UDB or UDB pair from an NCL process, or when
performing other operations on UDBs or UDB pairs, the FILE verbs set system
variables to indicate the success or failure of an operation.  You can test these system
variables from an NCL process after a FILE verb has completed its operation.  The
FILE verbs set the following system variables:

&SYS.FILE.ERROR
&SYS.FILE.ID
&SYS.FILE.KEY
&SYS.FILE.PATH
&SYS.FILE.RC
&SYS.FILE.RCNT
&SYS.VARCNT
&SYSMSG

Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Reference Manual for information on each
system variable.

Return Codes in
&SYS.FILE.RC

The &SYS.FILE.RC system variable contains a return code after each FILE verb
completes its operation, which indicates the result of the operation.  For each FILE
verb, the meaning of each return code is described in the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL
Reference Manual.

Handling Run-Time File
Errors

You can handle run-time file errors in an NCL process by using either the ERROR or
the FILE_ERROR error handler.  These error handlers are discussed in Section 7,
"Run-Time Error Handling."
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Opening a UDB or
UDB Pair for Access

by NCL

The FILE OPEN verb opens a UDB or UDB pair for processing by subsequent FILE
verbs.  You must open a UDB or UDB pair by using the FILE OPEN verb before any
other FILE verb can work with the UDB or UDB pair.

Specifying the UDB
Identifier

The FILE OPEN verb must specify the UDB ID of a UDB or UDB pair when it opens
the UDB or UDB pair from an NCL process by using the ID operand.  This establishes
a logical connection between the NCL process and the UDB or UDB pair.

The following code segment uses the UDBCTL OPEN command from NCL to open a
UDB for system-wide access.  It uses the FILE OPEN verb to open the UDB from NCL:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN ID=UDBID1
…

The following code segment uses the UDBCTL OPEN command from NCL to open a
UDB pair for system-wide access.  It uses the FILE OPEN verb to open the UDB pair
from NCL:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,",
                    "$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2) ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN ID=UDBID1
…

Although the FILE OPEN verb must specify a UDB ID when it opens a UDB or UDB
pair, specifying an identifier on other FILE verbs is optional.  If a FILE verb does not
explicitly specify an identifier, NCL assumes that the FILE verb refers to the UDB or
UDB pair identified by the current identifier.  Explicitly setting the current identifier
and other UDB characteristics using the FILE SET verb is discussed later in this
section.

The following NCL procedure illustrates the mechanics of opening and closing a UDB
from NCL.  It explicitly specifies a UDB ID, ZEX1201N.

zex1201n: PROCEDURE
   /* Uses FUP to create a new entry-sequenced file */
   /* Opens file using UDBCTL OPEN and FILE OPEN    */
   /* Fully qualified file name is first parameter  */
   &filename = &1
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE "&filename,
      ", TYPE E"
   DO UNTIL &msgno = "NNM0999" OR &found > 0
      INTREAD VARS=(&msgno(7),*,&text),
         TYPE=ANY PARSE=NO
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      &found = POS("CREATED -",&text)
      IF &found > 0 THEN DO
         /* FUP has created a new file */
         SAY "Opening UDB for system-wide access"
         INTCLEAR
         INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID=ZEX1201N"
         INTREAD
         INTCONT
         SAY "Opening UDB from NCL"
         FILE OPEN ID=ZEX1201N
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
            WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
         SAY "Closing UDB from NCL"
         FILE CLOSE ID=ZEX1201N
         SAY "Closing UDB for system-wide access"
         INTCLEAR
         INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
         INTREAD
         INTCONT
      END /*if*/
   END /*do until*/
END zex1201n

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

(08:06) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ------------------------
START ZEX1201N $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.JNFILE
Opening UDB for system-wide access
NNM0300 OPEN REQUEST COMPLETE
Opening UDB from NCL
8 Read, write, and delete access
Closing UDB from NCL
Closing UDB for system-wide access
NNM0300 CLOSE REQUEST COMPLETE
NNM1005 START ZEX1201N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 000506
_____________________________________________________________________________

                                                                              --
-------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
M=>
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The name of the file, $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.JNFILE, is entered as the first parameter to
the NCL procedure.  The NCL process attempts to use FUP to create the file.  If FUP is
able to create the file, the UDBCTL OPEN command opens the file for system-wide
access, the FILE OPEN verb opens the UDB for access from NCL, the FILE CLOSE
verb closes the UDB, and the UDBCTL CLOSE command closes the file for access from
NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  If FUP is not able to create the file, the NCL process
terminates.

Specifying Different Local
UDB Identifiers

All open UDBs and UDB pairs have one system-wide UDB ID assigned using the
UDBCTL command.  This UDB ID is used by the FILE OPEN verb to identify a UDB or
UDB pair when it opens the UDB or UDB pair from an NCL process.

When a FILE OPEN verb opens a UDB or UDB pair, it can specify a different local file
identifier by which subsequent FILE verbs in the same NCL process can refer to the
UDB or UDB pair.  This allows a UDB or UDB pair to have one system-wide identifier
but different local file identifiers.  It allows the records in a UDB or UDB pair to be
accessed in different ways.

For example, one FILE GET verb can refer to a key-sequenced file using an identifier of
PKEY to access records by primary key while another FILE GET verb refers to the
same key-sequenced file using an identifier of AKEY to access records by alternate key.
If you are using multiple local file identifiers, you can determine the current local file
identifier by interrogating the system variable &SYS.FILE.ID.

When you open a UDB or UDB pair using FILE OPEN, you have four available
identifier options:

After a UDB or UDB pair is assigned a system-wide UDB ID by the UDBCTL
command, the NCL process uses one FILE OPEN verb to open the UDB or UDB
pair.  The ID operand of the FILE OPEN verb specifies the UDB ID of the UDB or
UDB pair.  The FILE OPEN verb does not use the UDBID operand.  This means
that the local file identifier used in the NCL process is the same as the system-wide
UDB ID assigned by the UDBCTL command.

The following code segment illustrates this for a single UDB:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN ID=UDBID1
…
FILE GET ID=UDBID1
…
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The following code segment illustrates this for a UDB pair:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,",
                    "$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2) ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN ID=UDBID1
…
FILE GET ID=UDBID1
…

After a UDB or UDB pair is assigned a system-wide UDB ID by the UDBCTL
command, the NCL process uses one FILE OPEN verb to open the UDB or UDB
pair.  The FILE OPEN verb uses both the UDBID operand, which specifies the
system-wide UDB ID of the UDB or UDB pair, and the ID operand, which
explicitly assigns an identical local file identifier to the UDB or UDB pair.  That is,
the UDBID operand and the ID operand specify the same identifier.  This means
that the local file identifier used in the NCL process is the same as the system-wide
UDB ID assigned by the UDBCTL command.

The following code segment illustrates this for a single UDB:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN UDBID=UDBID1 ID=UDBID1
…
FILE GET ID=UDBID1
…

The following code segment illustrates this for a UDB pair:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,",
                    "$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2) ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN UDBID=UDBID1 ID=UDBID1
…
FILE GET ID=UDBID1
…
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After a UDB or UDB pair is assigned a system-wide UDB ID by the UDBCTL
command, the NCL process uses one FILE OPEN verb to open the UDB or UDB
pair.  The FILE OPEN verb uses both the UDBID operand, which specifies the
system-wide UDB ID of the UDB or UDB pair, and the ID operand, which
explicitly assigns a different local file identifier to the UDB or UDB pair.  That is,
the UDBID operand and the ID operand specify different identifiers.  This means
that the local file identifier used in the NCL process is different from the system-
wide UDB ID assigned by the UDBCTL command.

The following code segment illustrates this for a single UDB:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN UDBID=UDBID1 ID=FILEID1
…
FILE GET ID=FILEID1
…

The following code segment illustrates this for a UDB pair:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,",
                    "$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2) ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN UDBID=UDBID1 ID=FILEID1
…
FILE GET ID=FILEID1
…
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After a UDB or UDB pair is assigned a system-wide UDB ID by the UDBCTL
command, the NCL process uses multiple FILE OPEN verbs to open the UDB or
UDB pair.  Each FILE verb uses both the UDBID operand, which specifies the
UDB ID of the UDB or UDB pair, and the ID operand, which specifies a different
local file identifier.  This allows a UDB or UDB pair to have different local file
identifiers.

The following code segment illustrates this for a single UDB:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN UDBID=UDBID1 ID=FILEID1
FILE OPEN UDBID=UDBID1 ID=FILEID2
…
FILE GET ID=FILEID1 KEY=ABC
FILE GET ID=FILEID2 ALTKEY=XYZ
…

The following code segment illustrates this for a UDB pair:

…
INTCLEAR
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=($DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE1,",
                    "$DATA.SUBVOL.MYFILE2) ID=UDBID1"
INTREAD
INTCONT
FILE OPEN UDBID=UDBID1 ID=FILEID1
FILE OPEN UDBID=UDBID1 ID=FILEID2
…
FILE GET ID=FILEID1 KEY=ABC
FILE GET ID=FILEID2 ALTKEY=XYZ
…

The following NCL procedure shows how to assign multiple local identifiers to the
same UDB.  The procedure displays the current UDB ID and the current local file
identifier as it is changed by each FILE verb.

zex1202n: PROCEDURE
   /* Uses FUP to create a new entry-sequenced file */
   /* Opens file using UDBCTL OPEN and FILE OPEN    */
   /* Fully qualified file name is first parameter  */
   &filename = &1
   &id = ZEX1202N
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE "&filename,
      ", TYPE E"
   DO UNTIL &msgno = "NNM0999" OR &found > 0
      INTREAD VARS=(&msgno(7),*,&text),
         TYPE=ANY PARSE=NO
      &found = POS("CREATED -",&text)
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      IF &found > 0 THEN DO
         /* FUP has created a new file */
         SAY "Opening UDB for system-wide access"
         INTCLEAR
         INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
         INTREAD
         INTCONT
         SAY "Opening UDB from NCL"
         FILE OPEN UDBID=&id ID=LOCAL_1
         SAY UDBID is &id ID is &SYS.FILE.ID
         FILE OPEN UDBID=&id ID=LOCAL_2
         SAY UDBID is &id ID is &SYS.FILE.ID
         FILE OPEN UDBID=&id ID=LOCAL_3
         SAY UDBID is &id ID is &SYS.FILE.ID
         SAY "Closing UDB from NCL"
         FILE CLOSE ALL
         SAY "Closing UDB for system-wide access"
         INTCLEAR
         INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
         INTREAD
         INTCONT
      END /*do*/
   END /*do until*/
END zex1202n

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (13:04) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX1202N $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.MYFILE
   Opening UDB for system-wide access
   NNM0300 OPEN REQUEST COMPLETE
   Opening UDB from NCL
   UDBID is ZEX1202N ID is LOCAL_1
   UDBID is ZEX1202N ID is LOCAL_2
   UDBID is ZEX1202N ID is LOCAL_3
   Closing UDB from NCL
   Closing UDB for system-wide access
   NNM0300 CLOSE REQUEST COMPLETE
   NNM1005 START ZEX1202N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001536
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The name of the file, $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.MYFILE, is entered as the first parameter.
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Specifying Record
Structure

When you open a UDB or UDB pair using the FILE OPEN verb, you can specify to
NCL how the data is physically organized in each UDB record by using the FORMAT
operand.  This determines how NCL interprets data when it reads a record from a
UDB or UDB pair and writes a record to a UDB or UDB pair.

Data in a UDB record can be physically organized in three different formats.  These
formats are called:

Mapped
Unmapped
Delimited

The corresponding UDBs are called mapped UDBs, unmapped UDBs, and delimited
UDBs.

The Structure of a Mapped UDB

In a UDB where data is mapped, components of the map describe the length of the
data in a record and the length of the data in the fields.  NCL uses Mapping Services to
process records in mapped UDBs.

The default map used by NCL to interpret records in a mapped UDB is $NCL,
although you can specify other maps, such as $MSG, $SEC, or a user-defined map, if
you wish.

The map $MSG is used when you are working with messages.  The activity log is an
example of a UDB that contains records that Mapping Services can interpret using the
map $MSG.

The map $SEC is used when you are working with user ID definition records.  The
User ID Management Services (UMS) database is an example of a UDB that contains
records that Mapping Services can interpret using the map $SEC.  (The FILE verbs,
however, cannot access the data in the UMS database;  you must use the SECCALL
verbs to do this.)

You would use a user-defined map to read records from and write records to an
Enscribe file that is created by an external application, or to write records to a new
Enscribe file created by NonStop NET/MASTER MS for later access by an external
application.  A user-defined map allows an NCL process and an external application
to share access to data in the same Enscribe file.

How to read records from a mapped UDB and write records to a mapped UDB is
discussed in more detail later in this section.  See Section 10, "Working With Mapping
Services," for more information on Mapping Services.  Section 11, "Standard and
User-Defined Maps," discusses the structure of the maps $MSG, $NCL, and $SEC, and
how to create and use a user-defined map.
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The following examples open mapped UDBs using the maps $NCL, $MSG, $SEC
(standard maps), and MYMAP (a user-defined map), respectively:

FILE OPEN ID=FILEID_1 FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
FILE OPEN ID=FILEID_1 FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$MSG
FILE OPEN ID=FILEID_1 FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$SEC
FILE OPEN ID=FILEID_1 FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=MYMAP

Figure 12-6 shows the structure of a record in a UDB where the data is mapped and the
map is $NCL.

Figure 12-6.  Mapped UDB Record Structure

'0000'XField length Data

Record LengthRECORD KEY '001D'X

'0000'XField length Data

'0000'XField length Data

'0000'XField length Data

030

Figure 12-6 shows that the record has, as usual, a record key.  This is followed by the
length field of the record and the key field of the record.  The key field contains the
hexadecimal characters '001D', which correspond to the symbolic name DATALIST in
an MDO variable.

The value of the record length is the length of the whole record (in bytes).  The length
excludes the length of the record key.  It includes its own length (two bytes) and the
length of the hexadecimal characters ‘001D’ (two bytes).

Figure 12-6 shows that all other elements in the record consists of three parts:  the field
length, which contains the length of the element;  the hexadecimal characters ‘0000’,
which correspond to the symbolic name DATA in an MDO variable;  and the data
itself.

Both entry-sequenced and key-sequenced files can contain mapped records.  It is not
meaningful, however, to open an edit file as a mapped UDB since NCL has no control
over the structure of the data—NCL can only read records from an edit file.

Figure 12-7 shows four records in a mapped entry-sequenced file where the map is
$NCL.  Figure 12-8 shows four records in mapped key-sequenced file where the map is
$NCL.
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Figure 12-7.  Records in a Mapped Entry-Sequenced File
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Figure 12-8.  Records in a Mapped Key-Sequenced File
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Note By default, when you open a disk file, NCL opens it as a mapped UDB using the map $NCL.  By default,
when you open a file that is not a disk file, such as a Guardian process or a spooler, NCL opens it as an
unmapped UDB.

The Structure of an Unmapped UDB

In a UDB where the data is unmapped, NCL treats the data in each record as a
sequence of contiguous bytes.  NCL does not interpret the data in an unmapped UDB.
An unmapped UDB can contain any binary data.

Since NCL does not attempt to interpret the data in a record from an unmapped UDB,
the structure of the data in a record is your responsibility.  You must control the length
of each field in each record and, therefore, the length of each record.  For this reason, it
is usual for the length of each field and, therefore, the length of each record to be of
fixed length.  This allows you to apply consistent criteria when reading and writing
records.

The following example opens an unmapped UDB:

FILE OPEN ID=FILEID_1 FORMAT=UNMAPPED

Figure 12-9 shows the structure of a record in a UDB where the data is unmapped.

Figure 12-9.  Unmapped UDB Record Structure

Data

033

RECORD KEY

Both entry-sequenced and key-sequenced files can contain unmapped records.  It is
most meaningful, however, to open an edit file as an unmapped UDB since NCL has
no control over the structure of the data—NCL can only read records from an edit file.

Figure 12-10 shows four records in an entry-sequenced file where the data is
unmapped.  The line above the records shows the position of each character in each
record.

How to read records from an unmapped UDB and write records to an unmapped UDB
is discussed in more detail later in this section.
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Figure 12-10.  Records in an Unmapped Entry-Sequenced File
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The Structure of a Delimited UDB

In a UDB where data is delimited, each field of a record is separated from the next
field by the hexadecimal character 'FF':  this is called a field separator.

Note Record keys are not followed by a field separator.

The last nonnull field in a record is followed by one or more field separators.  The
number of trailing field separators is set by using the SYSPARMS NCLTRLFF
command.  If the value of the SYSPARMS NCLTRLFF command is ONE then the last
nonnull field in a record is followed by one field separator.  If the value of the
SYSPARMS NCLTRLFF command is MULT then, if a record is written to a UDB that
contains multiple trailing null variables, one field separator is appended to the record
for each null variable.

Fields, and therefore records, in this type of UDB are of variable length.  The length of
a field is determined by the length of data.  Fields do not include the field separator
and so the field separator does not contribute to the length of a field.  The total length
of any record includes the record key and all field separators.

Two consecutive field separators indicate a null field.  A null field is a field of zero
length.  This is a field that contained no data when the record was created.

The following example opens a delimited UDB:

FILE OPEN ID=FILEID_1 FORMAT=DELIMITED

Figure 12-11 shows the structure of two records in a UDB where the data is delimited.
Record 1 shows two adjacent null fields.  Record 2 shows two non-adjacent null fields.
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Figure 12-11.  Delimited UDB Record Structure
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Both entry-sequenced and key-sequenced files can contain delimited records.  It is not
meaningful, however, to open an edit file as a delimited UDB since NCL has no
control over the structure of the data—NCL can only read records from an edit file.

Figure 12-12 shows four records in an entry-sequenced file where the data is delimited.
The primary key of each record is the record address.  Figure 12-13 shows four records
in a key-sequenced file where the data is delimited.  The primary key of each record is
the customer code, the first field of each record.

How to read records from a delimited UDB and write records to a delimited UDB is
discussed in more detail later in this section.

Figure 12-12.  Records in a Delimited Entry-Sequenced File
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Figure 12-13.  Records in a Delimited Key-Sequenced File
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Handling the Record Key UDB records have keys.  When you open a UDB or UDB pair using the FILE OPEN
verb, you can specify how you want NCL to handle the record key of each record.
You do so using the KEYEXTR operand of the FILE OPEN verb.  The setting of this
operand affects how NCL places components of a record into variables when it gets a
record from a UDB or UDB pair with the FILE GET verb.  It also affects what NCL
does when it adds or replaces a record in a UDB or UDB pair with the FILE ADD and
FILE PUT verbs.

The record key of a UDB is held in the system variable &SYS.FILE.KEY.

Note The following discussion assumes that the record key starts at offset 0 in a record.

Excluding the Record Key From the Data

If you specify KEYEXTR=YES when you open a UDB or UDB pair, NCL does not
regard the record key as part of the data in a record.  The result is that, when you
retrieve a record from a UDB or UDB pair using the FILE GET verb, NCL
automatically places the value of the record key in the system variable &SYS.FILE.KEY
and then reads the data from the rest of the record into the variables you specify.
After retrieving a record:

If the UDB is entry-sequenced, the system variable &SYS.FILE.KEY contains the
logical record number multiplied by 1000:  for example, the value 9000 is the
record key of the ninth record.

If the UDB or UDB pair is key-sequenced, the system variable &SYS.FILE.KEY
contains the value of the record key of the record:  for example, the value 9 may be
the record key of the ninth record.

If the UDB is an edit file, the system variable &SYS.FILE.KEY contains the line
number of the record excluding the decimal point:  for example, the value 9000 is
the line with the edit line number of 9.000.

You cannot modify the value of the record key in entry-sequenced files and edit files.
The value contained in &SYS.FILE.KEY is for your information only.  You have no
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control over the value of a record key when a record is written to an entry-sequenced
file.  (Remember, you cannot modify an edit file.)

You can modify the value of the record key in a key-sequenced file.  When NCL writes
a record to a key-sequenced file, it automatically constructs the record key of the
record from the value of &SYS.FILE.KEY.  It constructs the rest of the record from the
variables that contain the data.

The following example specifies that the record key is not regarded as part of the data
in a record when the specified UDB or UDB pair is opened:

FILE OPEN ID=FILEID_1 KEYEXTR=YES

Including the Record Key in the Data

If you specify KEYEXTR=NO when you open a UDB or UDB pair, NCL regards the
record key as part of the data in the record.  The result is that when you retrieve a
record from a UDB or UDB pair by using the FILE GET verb, NCL automatically
places the value of the record in the system variable &SYS.FILE.KEY and then reads
the data from the entire record, including the record key, into the variables you
specify.

The following example specifies that the record key is regarded as part of the data in a
record when the specified UDB or UDB pair is opened:

FILE OPEN ID=FILEID_1 KEYEXTR=NO

Record Structure and
Record Keys

You should be very careful if you change the default values of the FORMAT and
KEYEXTR operands of the FILE OPEN verb.  Unpredictable results may occur from
certain combinations, as described next.

Recommendations for Record Structure and Record Keys

As a general rule, it is recommended that you do not change the default value of the
FORMAT and KEYEXTR operands unless it is necessary to interpret the data in an
existing file, for example, when you are reading an edit file (where you normally
specify FORMAT=UNMAPPED).  The default value of the FORMAT operand is
MAPPED; the default value of the KEYEXTR operand is YES.

If you do change the default value of either operand, it is recommended that you use
the same value of KEYEXTR and the same variable set when both reading from and
writing to a UDB.

Mapped UDBs.  If you are working with a key-sequenced file, unpredictable results may
occur if you specify that the file is mapped and set KEYEXTR=NO, unless the map is a
user-defined map.  (If the map is a user-defined map, you must specify
KEYEXTR=NO.  See Section 11, “Standard and User-Defined Maps,” for more
information on the effect of the KEYEXTR operand when using user-defined maps.)
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Unmapped UDBs.  It is recommended that you set KEYEXTR=NO when you are
working with an unmapped UDB.

If you are working with a key-sequenced file, you must exclude the record key from
your calculations when you retrieve a record if you specify that the file is unmapped
and set KEYEXTR=YES.  In contrast, you must include the record key in your
calculations when you retrieve a record if you specify that the file is unmapped and set
KEYEXTR=NO.

Delimited UDBs.  In a delimited, key-sequenced file, if you specify KEYEXTR=NO, your
first variable contains the record key and the data of the first field.  Accordingly, you
must be aware of the position of the first field delimiter in a record if you specify
KEYEXTR=NO.

Setting UDB
Characteristics

All UDBs and UDB pairs have unique characteristics.  After you open a UDB or UDB
pair, you can use the FILE SET verb to explicitly set the current UDB characteristics.

Specifying the Current UDB
Identifier

The current UDB or UDB pair is the last UDB or UDB pair explicitly identified in a
FILE verb.  The current UDB or UDB pair is the UDB or UDB pair with which NCL
assumes it is to work if a FILE verb does not explicitly target a UDB or UDB pair.  You
use the ID operand in a FILE verb to explicitly specify an identifier.

You can set the current UDB or UDB pair in two ways:

Using the FILE SET verb with the ID operand

Using any other FILE verb that identifies a UDB by identifier

Either technique results in a new current UDB or UDB pair.  The result of setting a
UDB or UDB pair as the current UDB or UDB pair is that FILE verbs (except FILE
OPEN) do not have to explicitly identify a UDB or UDB pair to work on it.

The following NCL procedure uses the FILE OPEN and FILE SET verbs to set the
current UDB:

zex1203n: PROCEDURE
   /* Uses FUP to create a new entry-sequenced file */
   /* Opens file using UDBCTL OPEN and FILE OPEN    */
   /* Fully qualified file name is first parameter  */
   /* Displays current identifier with &SYS.FILE.ID */
   &filename = &1
   &id = ZEX1203N
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE "&filename,
      ", TYPE E"
   DO UNTIL &msgno = "NNM0999" OR &found > 0
      INTREAD VARS=(&msgno(7),*,&text),
         TYPE=ANY PARSE=NO
      &found = POS("CREATED -",&text)
      IF &found > 0 THEN DO
         /* FUP has created a new file */
         SAY "Opening UDB for system-wide access"
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         INTCLEAR
         INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
         INTREAD
         INTCONT
         SAY "Opening UDB from NCL"
         FILE OPEN UDBID=&id ID=LOCAL_1
         SAY "Current file is "&SYS.FILE.ID
         FILE OPEN UDBID=&id ID=LOCAL_2
         SAY "Current file is "&SYS.FILE.ID
         FILE OPEN UDBID=&id ID=LOCAL_3
         SAY "Current file is "&SYS.FILE.ID
         FILE SET ID=LOCAL_2
         SAY "Current file is "&SYS.FILE.ID
         FILE SET ID=LOCAL_1
         SAY "Current file is "&SYS.FILE.ID
         SAY "Closing UDB from NCL"
         FILE CLOSE ALL
         SAY "Closing UDB for system-wide access"
         INTCLEAR
         INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
         INTREAD
         INTCONT
      END /*do*/
   END /*do until*/
END zex1203n

The procedure uses the UDBID and ID operands in the FILE verb to open the same
UDB more than once for access from the same NCL process.  The system variable
&SYS.FILE.ID contains the current identifier.

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (13:05) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX1203N $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.MYFILE
   Opening UDB for system-wide access
   NNM0300 OPEN REQUEST COMPLETE
   Opening UDB from NCL
   Current file is LOCAL_1
   Current file is LOCAL_2
   Current file is LOCAL_3
   Current file is LOCAL_2
   Current file is LOCAL_1
   Closing UDB from NCL
   Closing UDB for system-wide access
   NNM0300 CLOSE REQUEST COMPLETE
   NNM1005 START ZEX1203N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001537
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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The name of the file, $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.MYFILE, is entered as the first parameter
to the NCL procedure.  The NCL process attempts to use FUP to create the file.  If FUP
is able to create the file, the UDBCTL OPEN command opens the file for system-wide
access, the FILE OPEN verbs open the UDB for access from NCL, the FILE SET verb
explicitly assigns new identifiers to the UDB, the FILE CLOSE verb closes the UDB,
and the UDBCTL CLOSE command closes the file for access from
NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  If FUP is not able to create the file, that is, the file
already exists, the NCL process terminates.

Two Techniques for Identifying UDBs

There is no practical limit to the number of UDBs or UDB pairs that can be open
concurrently for use by an NCL process.  An NCL process can open and close UDBs or
UDB pairs as required, or an NCL process can open many UDBs or UDB pairs using
consecutive FILE OPEN verbs.

If only one UDB or UDB pair is open, NCL assumes that any UDB processing is to be
done on this UDB or UDB pair (the current UDB or UDB pair).  An NCL process does
not have to refer to the UDB or UDB pair by its identifier;  all FILE verbs automatically
target the open UDB or UDB pair.

If there are many open UDBs or UDB pairs, either individual FILE verbs can explicitly
identify a target UDB or UDB pair as required, or an NCL process can use FILE SET to
identify the current UDB or UDB pair for use by subsequent FILE verbs.

Identifying target UDBs or UDB pairs in individual FILE verbs is more convenient if
the NCL process is targeting a number of different UDBs or UDB pairs in the space of
a few statements.  This is the case, for example, when NCL is reading a record from
one UDB or UDB pair, processing the record, and then writing it immediately to
another UDB or UDB pair.

The following code segment uses a DO loop to read every record from a UDB, to
process the record, and to write the record immediately to another UDB:

…
FILE OPEN ID=INPUT_1
FILE OPEN ID=OUTPUT_1
FILE GET ID=INPUT_1 OPT=SEQ VARS=&A*
DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
   …
   /* do some processing */
   …
   FILE PUT ID=OUTPUT_1 VARS=&A*
   FILE GET ID=INPUT_1 OPT=SEQ VARS=&A*
END /*do*/
FILE CLOSE ID=INPUT_1
FILE CLOSE ID=OUTPUT_1
…

Each FILE verb in this example explicitly identifies a target UDB as required.
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The following code segment opens many files and works with each file in turn:

…
FILE OPEN ID=INPUT_1
FILE OPEN ID=INPUT_2
FILE OPEN ID=INPUT_3
FILE OPEN ID=OUTPUT_1
…
FILE SET ID=INPUT_1
…
/* do some processing */
…
FILE SET ID=INPUT_2
…
/* do some processing */
…
FILE SET ID=INPUT_3
…
/* do some processing */
…
FILE SET ID=OUTPUT_1
…
/* do some processing */
…
FILE CLOSE ALL
…

This example uses a number of FILE SET statements to identify the current UDB for
use by subsequent FILE verbs.

Specifying the Current
Record Structure

The organization of data in a UDB or UDB pair—mapped, unmapped, or delimited—
is normally specified by using the FILE OPEN verb when a UDB or UDB pair is
opened.  You can specify the way data is organized in a UDB or UDB pair by using the
FILE SET verb.  Refer to the discussion of mapped, unmapped, and delimited UDBs,
earlier in this section, for more information on data organization.  The following
example specifies mapped data organization for the specified UDB:

FILE SET ID=FILEID_1 FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL

Specifying How to Handle
the Record Key

How you want NCL to handle the record key of each record—whether it is regarded
as part of the data in a record—is normally specified by using the FILE OPEN verb
when a UDB or UDB pair is opened.  You can specify the way a record key is handled
by using the FILE SET verb.  Refer to the discussion earlier in this section for more
information on handling record keys.  The following example specifies that the record
key is not regarded as part of the data in a record:

FILE SET ID=FILEID_1 KEYEXTR=YES
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Specifying the Current
Record Key

The current record key is the value of the last record key that was explicitly identified
in a FILE verb.  It is the record key with which NCL assumes it is to work if a FILE
verb does not explicitly set a record key.  You use the KEY operand on a FILE verb to
explicitly specify a record key.

Identifying a record key is valid only if you are working with key-sequenced UDBs.
You cannot specify a record key if you are working with entry-sequenced files.

You can set the current record key in two ways:

Using the FILE SET verb with the KEY operand.

Using any other FILE verb that can identify a record key (FILE ADD, FILE DEL,
FILE GET, or FILE PUT).

Either technique results in a new current record key.  The result of setting a record key
as the current record key is that FILE verbs do not have to explicitly identify a record
key to access the record.

After a successful FILE GET operation, the current record key is set to the key of the
record just retrieved.

The following example sets the current record key to RECORD1.  The FILE GET verb
attempts to retrieve a record with this record key.  If it finds the record, it locks the
record.

FILE GET ID=LOG_01 KEY=RECORD1 OPT=UPD ARGS

Closing a UDB or UDB
Pair for Access by

NCL

The FILE CLOSE verb closes a file for access by NCL.  You can close a single UDB or
UDB pair, identified by its UDB ID, or all UDBs and UDB pairs that the NCL process
has opened, specified by using ALL.  The following example closes a single UDB or
UDB pair:

FILE CLOSE ID=FILEID_1

The following example closes all open UDBs and UDB pairs:

FILE CLOSE ALL

The following code segment closes a UDB:

…
SAY "Closing "&filename
FILE CLOSE ID=&id
…

Note The FILE CLOSE verb does not close a UDB or UDB pair for access by NonStop NET/MASTER MS.
You must use the UDBCTL CLOSE command to do this.
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Working With Entry-
Sequenced Files

The structure of records in an entry-sequenced file is briefly described earlier in this
section.  This subsection describes how to work with entry-sequenced files from an
NCL process.  It does so by presenting a series of code segments that you can use
when you create your own NCL procedures.  The code segments show the following:

How to create an entry-sequenced file from an NCL process.

How to open an entry-sequenced file for system-wide access from an NCL process.

How to open an entry-sequenced file for use by an NCL process and specify how
its data is organized.

How to add a record to an entry-sequenced file.

How to get (retrieve) a record from an entry-sequenced file.

Comments throughout each code segment describe how it works.  Complete examples
of NCL procedures that work with entry-sequenced files are included at the end of this
subsection.

Note You cannot update or delete a record in an entry-sequenced file from an NCL process.

Creating the File You can use FUP to create an entry-sequenced file.  The following code segment uses
FUP to create an entry-sequenced file with a record length of 512 bytes from an NCL
process:

…
create_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename
   /* Use FUP to create new entry-sequenced file */
   SAY "Creating file "&filename
   INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE "&filename", TYPE E,",
      "REC 512"
   DO UNTIL &msgno = NNM0999
      INTREAD VARS=(&msgno(7),*,&text) TYPE=ANY PARSE=NO
      IF POS("ERR 10",&text) > 0 THEN DO
         /* File exists, so flush NCL process */
         SAY "Must enter new file name"
         FLUSH
         END /*do*/
   END /*do until*/
   INTCMD "OPSYS KILL FUP"
   INTREAD
END create_file
…
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Opening the File for Access
by NonStop NET/MASTER

MS

The UDBCTL OPEN command opens an entry-sequenced file for access by NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.  The following code segment uses the INTCMD verb to execute
the UDBCTL OPEN command from an NCL process:

…
SAY "Opening "&filename
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
INTREAD
…

Opening the File for Access
by NCL

The FILE OPEN verb opens an entry-sequenced file for access by NCL.  You can open
an entry-sequenced file as mapped, unmapped, or delimited.

Opening a Mapped Entry-Sequenced File

The following code segment opens a previously created entry-sequenced file as
mapped using the map $NCL:

…
FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
…

You can open a file as mapped using either a standard or user-defined map.

Opening an Unmapped Entry-Sequenced File

The following code segment opens a previously created entry-sequenced file as
unmapped:

…
FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=UNMAPPED
…

Opening a Delimited Entry-Sequenced File

The following code segment opens a previously created entry-sequenced file as
delimited:

…
FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=DELIMITED
…

Adding a Record The FILE ADD verb adds a new record to an entry-sequenced file.  You can use FILE
ADD to add records to mapped, unmapped, and delimited entry-sequenced files.
When you add a record to an entry-sequenced file, the record is added to the end of
the file.

Note When used with entry-sequenced files (since you cannot update records), the FILE PUT verb performs
the same operation as the FILE ADD verb.
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Adding a Record to a Mapped Entry-Sequenced File

The options available to you to add a record to a mapped entry-sequenced file depend
on the map used to interpret the data in the file.

Mapped Using $NCL.  If the data is mapped using the map $NCL, then you have two
options to add data to a file.  Using the first option to add data to a file mapped by
$NCL, you do not have to create an MDO variable that contains the data before adding
the data to a file.  The first option is outlined in the following steps:

1. Obtain the data in ordinary variables.  The following example uses the CMDLINE
and PAUSE verbs to obtain data in the ordinary variables &ORDINARY*:

…
CMDLINE "GO ID="&SYS.NCLID
PAUSE VARS=&ordinary*
…

2. Use the FILE ADD verb to add the data directly from the ordinary variables to a
file.  Mapping Services automatically creates a record that contains the length of
each field and the total length of the record.  The following example adds the
ordinary variables &ORDINARY* to a file:

FILE ADD VARS=&ordinary*

Using the second option to add data to a file mapped by $NCL, you must create an
MDO variable to hold the data before adding the data to a file.  The second option is
outlined in the following steps:

1. Use the ASSIGN verb to create an MDO variable before obtaining the data.  The
following example creates an MDO variable &REC.:

ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL

2. Obtain the data in ordinary variables.  The following example uses the CMDLINE
and PAUSE verbs to obtain data in the ordinary variables &ORDINARY*:

…
CMDLINE "GO ID="&SYS.NCLID
PAUSE VARS=&ordinary*
…

3. Use the ASSIGN verb to transfer the data from ordinary variables to the MDO
variable.  The following example transfers data from &ORDINARY* to &REC.:

ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL FROM VARS=&ordinary*

4. Use the FILE ADD verb to add the data from the MDO variable to a file.  The
following example adds the data contained in the MDO variable &REC. to a file:

FILE ADD MDO=&rec.

Mapping Services automatically creates a record that contains the length of each
field and the total length of the record.
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Mapped Using a Map Other Than $NCL.  If the data is mapped using a map other than
$NCL (such as $MSG, $SEC, or a user-defined map) then you have two options to add
the data to a file.  The first option applies when an MDO variable is automatically
created by NonStop NET/MASTER MS, for example, after an EMSREAD, INTREAD,
LOGREAD, or MSGREAD verb reads a message or a SECCALL GET verb retrieves a
record from the User ID Management Services (UMS) database.  In neither case do you
have to create an MDO variable before adding data to a file.

In the following code segment, for example, when the MSGREAD verb reads a
message, it automatically creates the MDO variable &$MSG., which is mapped using
the map $MSG:

…
MSGREAD
FILE ADD MDO=&$msg.
…

The FILE ADD verb directly adds the data from the MDO variable to a mapped file.

In the following code segment, when the SECCALL GET verb reads a message, it
automatically creates the MDO variable &SEC., which is mapped using the map $SEC:

…
SECCALL GET MDO=&sec.
FILE ADD MDO=&sec.
…

The FILE ADD verb directly adds the data from the MDO variable to a mapped file.

The second option applies if you want to add data in an MDO variable that you create
yourself.  The second option is outlined in the following steps:

1. Before obtaining the data, use the ASSIGN verb to create an MDO variable using
the appropriate map.  The following code segment creates an MDO variable
&MYVAR. mapped using the map $MSG:

ASSIGN MDO=&myvar. MAP=$MSG

2. Obtain the data in variables that Mapping Services can interpret using the map.
The following code segment uses a series of assignment statements to explicitly
assign values to fields in the MDO variable &MYVAR.:

…
&myvar.TEXT = This is text
&myvar.MSGATTR.DISPLAY.COLOR = RED
&myvar.MSGATTR.DISPLAY.HLITE = BLINK
&myvar.MSGATTR.DISPLAY.INTENS = HIGH
…

3. Use the FILE ADD verb to add the data from the MDO variable to the file.  The
following example adds the data contained in the MDO variable &MYVAR. to a
file:

FILE ADD MDO=&myvar.
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The following code segment adds records to a mapped entry-sequenced file:

…
ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
/* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
DO &rno = 1 TO 4
   DO &fno = 1 TO 4
      SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
      PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
   END /*&fno do*/
   ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL FROM VARS=&field*
   SAY "Adding record "&rno" to "&filename
   FILE ADD MDO=&rec.
END /*&rno do*/
…

It creates an MDO variable—&REC.—mapped by the map $NCL.  It uses a DO loop to
obtain four records.  It uses a nested DO loop to obtain four fields in each record that it
places in the ordinary variables—&FIELD*.  After it obtains all fields for each record, it
uses the ASSIGN verb to transfer the data from the &FIELD* variables to the MDO
variable &REC..  The FILE ADD verb adds each record to the mapped
entry-sequenced file using the MDO variable &REC..

Adding a Record to an Unmapped Entry-Sequenced File

When you add a record to an unmapped entry-sequenced file, NCL uses the variables
you specify to create a record.  The data in all variables are written contiguously.  It is
good practice, if not essential, to pad short fields and truncate long fields to the desired
length, for example, using the LEFT built-in function, before writing a record so that
the length of each record in the unmapped UDB is the same.

The following code segment adds a record to an unmapped entry-sequenced file:

…
/* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
DO &rno = 1 TO 4
   DO &fno = 1 TO 4
      SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
      PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
      /* Fix length of field at 20 bytes */
      &field&fno = LEFT(&field&fno,20)
   END /*&fno do*/
   SAY "Adding record "&rno" to "&filename
   FILE ADD VARS=&field*
END /*&rno do*/
…
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It uses a DO loop to obtain four records.  It uses a nested DO loop to obtain four fields
in each record that it places in the ordinary variables—&FIELD*.  After data is placed
in each variable, the LEFT built-in function ensures that the data in each field is fixed
at 20 bytes.  Since there are 4 fields in a record, the length of each record is fixed at 80
bytes.  The FILE ADD verb adds each record to the unmapped entry-sequenced file
using the &FIELD* variables.

Adding a Record to a Delimited Entry-Sequenced File

When you add a record to a delimited entry-sequenced file, NCL automatically inserts
field delimiters (hexadecimal characters ‘FF’) after each field as the record is
constructed.  Fields, and therefore records, can be variable length.

The following code segment adds records to a delimited entry-sequenced file:

…
/* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
DO &rno = 1 TO 4
   DO &fno = 1 TO 4
      SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
      PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
   END /*&fno do*/
   SAY "Adding record "&rno" to "&filename
   FILE ADD VARS=&field*
END /*&rno do*/
…

It uses a DO loop to obtain four records.  It uses a nested DO loop to obtain four fields
in each record that it places in the ordinary variables—&FIELD*.  The FILE ADD verb
adds each record to the delimited UDB using the &FIELD* variables.

Note Adding the hexadecimal characters ‘FF’ to a delimited UDB as data may cause unpredictable results
when NCL attempts to get each field.

Getting a Record The FILE GET verb retrieves a record from an entry-sequenced file.  Each FILE GET
statement in an NCL process retrieves one record from a UDB:  an NCL process must
issue multiple FILE GET statements to retrieve multiple records.

You can specify the retrieval direction by using the FILE GET verb with the OPT
operand.  Table 12-5 lists the options you can use to specify the retrieval direction.
These options apply to both entry-sequenced and key-sequenced files.
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Table 12-3.  Options That Specify Retrieval Direction

Option Meaning

BWD Retrieves the previous record—either the previous physical record in an
entry-sequenced UDB or the previous logical record in a key-sequenced UDB.
This terminates generic retrieval (in key-sequenced UDBs).

FWD Retrieves the following record—either the following physical record in an
entry-sequenced UDB or the following logical record in a key-sequenced UDB.
This terminates generic retrieval (in key-sequenced UDBs).

SEQ Retrieves the next record in the current direction (either backward or forward).
This terminates generic retrieval (in key-sequenced UDBs).

Note Generic retrieval is discussed in more detail later in this section.

Getting a Record From a Mapped Entry-Sequenced File

The options available to you to get a record from a mapped entry-sequenced file
depend on the map used to interpret the data in the file.  Regardless of the map used,
you do not have to create an MDO variable (using the ASSIGN verb) before getting a
record from a file.  The FILE GET verb automatically creates an MDO variable using
the current map, that is, the map specified using the MAP operand on either the FILE
OPEN or FILE SET verb.

Mapped Using $NCL.  If the data is mapped using the map $NCL, then you have two
options to get a record from a file.

Using the first option to get a record from a file mapped by $NCL, the FILE GET verb
gets a record and places each field directly into ordinary variables.  Mapping Services
automatically splits the record into fields, which are placed into consecutive variables,
using the length criteria contained in the record.  The following example places each
field of a record into the ordinary variables &1 through &n, where n is the number of
the last variable created:

FILE GET ARGS

Using the second option to get a record from a file mapped by $NCL, the FILE GET
verb gets a record and places it directly into an MDO variable.  The following example
uses the FILE GET verb to get a record and place it in the MDO variable &MYVAR.:

FILE GET MDO=&myvar.

After getting the record in the MDO variable, you can then transfer the data to
ordinary variables, if you wish.  The following example assigns data from the MDO
variable &MYVAR. to the ordinary variables &1 through &n, where n is the number of
the last variable created:

ASSIGN OPT=VALUE ARGS FROM MDO=&myvar.
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Mapped Using a Map Other Than $NCL.  If the data is mapped using a map other than
$NCL (such as $MSG, $SEC, or a user-defined map), then you must specify the MDO
keyword and the name of an MDO variable when you get the record.  The FILE GET
verb gets a record and places it into the MDO variable using the correct map.  The
following example uses the FILE GET verb to get a record and place it in the MDO
variable &SEC.:

FILE GET MDO=&sec.

The following code segment gets all records from a mapped entry-sequenced file
beginning at the first record:

…
/* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
FILE GET MDO=&rec.
DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
   ASSIGN VARS=&field* FROM MDO=&rec.
   DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
      SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
   END /*do*/
   FILE GET MDO=&rec.
END /*do while*/
…

The FILE GET verb obtains the data in the MDO variable &REC..  The ASSIGN verb
then transfers the data from the MDO variable &REC. to the ordinary &FIELD*
variables.

Getting a Record From an Unmapped Entry-Sequenced File

When you get a record from an unmapped entry-sequenced file, NCL makes no
attempt to identify individual fields in the record;  it treats the record as a single string.
The data is either automatically split into as many variables as are necessary to hold
the data, or it is placed into variables according to the criteria you specify:  for
example, using the PARSE and SEGMENT operands, or the VARS keyword with
length variable specifications.  Refer to the text on verb syntax and variable access
methods in the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Reference Manual for a discussion of these
techniques.
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The following FILE verbs use length variable specifications to split the following
record from an unmapped file:

ABC XYZ 123 789

FILE GET ARGS

&1 = ABC XYZ 123 789

FILE GET VARS=&A*

&A1 = ABC XYZ 123 789

FILE GET VARS=(&A*(1,2),&B*) RANGE=(3,4)

&A1 = ABC XYZ 123 789

FILE GET VARS=(&A(2),&B(2),&C(2),&D(2))

&A = AB
&B = "C "
&C = XY
&D = "Z "

FILE GET VARS=(&A(1),&B(2),*,&D(1))

&A = A
&B = BC
&D = X

The following code segment gets all records from an unmapped entry-sequenced file
beginning at the first record:

…
/* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
FILE GET VARS=&field* SEGMENT=20
DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
   DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
      /* Use | to show exact field length */
      SAY "Field "&fno" is |"&field&fno"|"
   END /*do*/
   FILE GET VARS=&field* SEGMENT=20
END /*do while*/
…

The FILE GET verb obtains the data in the ordinary &FIELD* variables using the
SEGMENT keyword to ensure that each variable contains exactly 20 bytes.
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Getting a Record From a Delimited Entry-Sequenced File

When you get a record from a delimited entry-sequenced file, NCL returns the data in
a series of variables using the field separators to determine the length and delimit the
contents of each field.

The following code segment gets all records from a delimited entry-sequenced file
beginning at the last record:

…
/* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
FILE GET OPT=BWD VARS=&field*
DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
   DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
      SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
   END /*do*/
   FILE GET OPT=SEQ VARS=&field*
END /*do while*/
…

The FILE GET verb obtains the data in the ordinary &FIELD* variables.

Examples of Working With
Entry-Sequenced Files

This subsection has two examples of NCL procedures that illustrate how to work with
mapped entry-sequenced files.  The examples show:

How to add records to a mapped entry-sequenced file

How to get records from a mapped entry-sequenced file

Comments throughout each example describe how it works.  You must specify the file
name as the first parameter when you execute each example, for example:

START ZEX1204N $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.MESUDB

Note Before executing each example, you should use the SHOW UDB command to ensure that MESUDB is
not being used as a UDB ID at your installation.  If it is, edit the examples so that they use a different
UDB ID.
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Example—Adding Records to an Entry-Sequenced File

The following NCL procedure adds four records to a mapped entry-sequenced file.  It
obtains the records by pausing and waiting for input typed in at the OCS command
input line.  One line of input is regarded as one field in a record.  Each record has four
fields.

zex1204n: PROCEDURE
   /* Adds records to a mapped entry-sequenced UDB */
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   IF &1 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter file name as first parameter"
      FLUSH
      END
  ELSE
     &filename = &1
  &id = MESUDB
  CALL create_file SHARE &filename,&id
  CALL open_file SHARE &filename,&id
  CALL add_records SHARE &filename,&id
  CALL close_file SHARE &filename,&id
  EXIT
  /* ==================== CREATE FILE ==================== */
  create_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename
     /* Use FUP to create new entry-sequenced file */
     SAY "Creating file "&filename
     INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE "&filename", TYPE E, REC 512"
     DO UNTIL &msgno = NNM0999
        INTREAD VARS=(&msgno(7),*,&text) TYPE=ANY PARSE=NO
        IF POS("ERR 10",&text) > 0 THEN DO
           /* File exists, so flush NCL process */
           SAY "Must enter new file name"
           FLUSH
           END /*do*/
     END /*do until*/
     INTCMD "OPSYS KILL FUP"
     INTREAD
  END create_file
  /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
  open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
     /* Open file for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
     SAY "Opening "&filename
     INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
     INTREAD
     FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
     SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
        WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
        WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
        WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
        WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
        WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
        OTHERWISE
           SAY Unexpected error
     END /*select*/
  END open_file
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  /* ==================== ADD RECORDS ==================== */
  add_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
     /* Gets records from OCS command input line */
     /* and adds to file.                        */
     ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
     /* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
     DO &rno = 1 TO 4
        DO &fno = 1 TO 4
           SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
           CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
           PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
        END /*&fno do*/
        ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL FROM VARS=&field*
        SAY "Adding record "&rno" to "&filename
        FILE ADD MDO=&rec.
        SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
           WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Record added"
           WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record exists, not added"
           WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
           WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
           OTHERWISE
              SAY Unexpected error
        END /*select*/
     END /*&rno do*/
  END add_records
  /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
  close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
     /* Close file from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
     SAY "Closing "&filename
     FILE CLOSE ID=&id
     SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
        WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
        OTHERWISE
           SAY Unexpected error
     END /*select*/
     INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
     INTREAD
  END close_file
END zex1204n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (11:29) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX1204N $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.MESUDB
   Creating file $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.MESUDB
   Opening $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.MESUDB
   8 Read, write, and delete access
   Enter record 1 field 1
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1204N NCLID 25 PAUSED
   Enter record 1 field 2
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1204N NCLID 25 PAUSED
   Enter record 1 field 3
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1204N NCLID 25 PAUSED
   Enter record 1 field 4
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1204N NCLID 25 PAUSED
   Adding record 1 to $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.MESUDB
   0 Record added
   Enter record 2 field 1
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1204N NCLID 25 PAUSED
   Enter record 2 field 2
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1204N NCLID 25 PAUSED
   Enter record 2 field 3
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1204N NCLID 25 PAUSED
   Enter record 2 field 4
 AUTO HOLD  ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
  PM=>

Example—Getting Records From an Entry-Sequenced File

The following NCL procedure gets records from a mapped entry-sequenced file and
displays them at the OCS window:

zex1205n: PROCEDURE
   /* Reads records from mapped entry-sequenced UDB */
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   IF &1 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter file name as first parameter"
      FLUSH
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &filename = &1
   &id = MESUDB
   CALL open_file SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL get_records SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &filename,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Opens file for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&filename
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
      INTREAD
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
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         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== GET RECORDS ==================== */
   get_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
      ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
      FILE GET MDO=&rec.
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN DO
            SAY "0 Record retrieved"
            SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
            END /*do*/
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
         ASSIGN VARS=&field* FROM MDO=&rec.
         DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
            SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
         END /*do*/
         FILE GET MDO=&rec.
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN DO
               SAY "0 Record retrieved"
               SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
               END /*do*/
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do while*/
   END get_records
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Close file from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&filename
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
      INTREAD
   END close_file
END zex1205n
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Working With Single
Key-Sequenced Files

The structure of records in a key-sequenced file is briefly described earlier in this
section.  This subsection describes how to work with single key-sequenced files from
an NCL process.  It does so by presenting a series of code segments that you can use
when you create your own NCL procedures.  The code segments show the following:

How to create a key-sequenced file from an NCL process.

How to open a key-sequenced file for system-wide access from an NCL process.

How to open a key-sequenced file for use by an NCL process and specify how
data is organized.

How to add a record to a key-sequenced file.

How to get (retrieve) a record from a key-sequenced file.

How to put (update) a record in a key-sequenced file.

How to delete a record in a key-sequenced file.

Comments throughout each code segment describe how it works.  Complete examples
of NCL procedures that work with key-sequenced files are included at the end of this
subsection.

Working with key-sequenced files in a UDB pair is discussed later in this section.

Creating the File You can use FUP to create a key-sequenced file.  The following code segment uses FUP
to create a key-sequenced file with a record length of 512 bytes and a key length of 6
bytes from an NCL process:

…
create_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename
   /* Use FUP to create new key-sequenced file */
   SAY "Creating file "&filename
   INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE "&filename", TYPE K,",
      "REC 512, KEYLEN 6"
   DO UNTIL &msgno = NNM0999
      INTREAD VARS=(&msgno(7),*,&text) TYPE=ANY PARSE=NO
      IF POS("ERR 10",&text) > 0 THEN DO
         /* File exists, so flush NCL process */
         SAY "Must enter new file name"
         FLUSH
         END /*do*/
   END /*do until*/
   INTCMD "OPSYS KILL FUP"
   INTREAD
END create_file
…
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Opening the File for Access
by NonStop NET/MASTER

MS

The UDBCTL OPEN command opens a key-sequenced file for access by NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.  The following code segment uses the INTCMD verb to execute
the UDBCTL OPEN command from an NCL process:

…
SAY "Opening "&filename
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
INTREAD
…

Opening the File for Access
by NCL

The FILE OPEN verb opens a key-sequenced file for access by NCL.  You can open a
key-sequenced file as mapped, unmapped, or delimited.

Opening a Mapped Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment opens a previously created key-sequenced file as mapped
using the map $NCL:

…
FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
…

You can also open a file as mapped by using $MSG, $SEC, or the name of a
user-defined map.

Opening an Unmapped Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment opens a previously created key-sequenced file as
unmapped:

…
FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=UNMAPPED
…

Opening a Delimited Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment opens a previously created key-sequenced file as
delimited:

…
FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=DELIMITED
…

Adding a Record The FILE ADD and FILE PUT verbs add a new record to a key-sequenced file.  You
can use either verb to add records to mapped, unmapped, and delimited
key-sequenced files.  When you add a record to a key-sequenced file, the record is
added logically to the position specified by the key.  You must specify the value of the
record key, using the KEY operand, either before adding the record, using the FILE
SET verb, or when you add the record, using either the FILE ADD or FILE PUT verb.

Note See the discussion on adding a record to an entry-sequenced file earlier in this section for information on
how to construct a record before adding the record to a file.
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Adding a Record to a Mapped Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment adds records to a mapped key-sequenced file:

…
ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
/* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
DO &rno = 1 TO 4
   DO &fno = 1 TO 4
      SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
      PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
   END /*&fno do*/
   ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL FROM VARS=&field*
   SAY "Adding record "&rno" to "&filename
   FILE ADD KEY=&rno MDO=&rec.
   SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
END /*&rno do*/
…

The key to each record is the record number.  The value of the record number is the
value of the control variable in the DO loop that obtains each record.

Adding a Record to an Unmapped Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment adds records to an unmapped key-sequenced file:

…
/* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
DO &rno = 1 TO 4
   DO &fno = 1 TO 4
      SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
      PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
      /* Fix length of field at 20 bytes */
      &field&fno = LEFT(&field&fno,20)
   END /*&fno do*/
   SAY "Adding record "&rno" to "&filename
   FILE ADD KEY=&rno VARS=&field*
   SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
END /*&rno do*/
…

The key to each record is the record number.  The value of the record number is the
value of the control variable in the DO loop that obtains each record.
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Adding a Record to a Delimited Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment adds records to a delimited key-sequenced file:

…
/* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
DO &rno = 1 TO 4
   DO &fno = 1 TO 4
      SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
      PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
   END /*&fno do*/
   SAY "Adding record "&rno" to "&filename
   FILE ADD KEY=&rno VARS=&field*
   SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
END /*&rno do*/
…

The key to each record is the record number.  The value of the record number is the
value of the control variable in the DO loop that obtains each record.

Getting a Record The FILE GET verb retrieves a record from a key-sequenced file.  You can retrieve
records from mapped, unmapped, and delimited key-sequenced files.  Each FILE GET
statement in an NCL process retrieves one record from a file;  an NCL process must
issue multiple FILE GET statements to retrieve multiple records.  When you are
retrieving records sequentially, by using one of the options listed earlier in this section
in Table 12-5 to specify retrieval direction, you need not specify a record key;
otherwise, you must specify the value of the record key.

Note See the discussion on getting a record from an entry-sequenced file, earlier in this section, for information
on sequential retrieval.

The method of retrieval determines how you specify the record key.  In addition to
retrieving records sequentially, there are two other methods of retrieval from a
key-sequenced file:  exact retrieval and generic retrieval.

Exact Retrieval

Exact retrieval by a specific key, specified by OPT=KEX, is the default.  Exact retrieval
retrieves only records whose current key value contains a value that is both exactly as
long as the defined length and equal to the value of the current key.  (If the specified
key is shorter than the defined length, it is padded with blanks for delimited files:
otherwise with nulls.)

You have two options when retrieving a record exactly.  The first option requires two
FILE verbs to retrieve a record, and is outlined in the following steps:

1. Set the current key by using the FILE SET verb, for example:

FILE SET KEY=ABCDEF
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2. Retrieve the record that exactly matches the current key by using a FILE GET verb
that either specifies OPT=KEX or omits the OPT operand, for example:

FILE GET OPT=KEX ARGS

The second option requires one FILE GET verb to retrieve a record.  The FILE GET
verb both sets the current record key and retrieves the record, for example:

FILE GET KEY=ABCDEF ARGS

Figure 12-14 illustrates exact retrieval.

Figure 12-14.  Exact Retrieval From a Key-Sequenced File
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FILE GET KEY="JOHNSON, E.E." OPT=KEX ARGS
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Exact Retrieval
Gets 1 Record

The FILE GET verb finds the first record in the key-sequenced file that matches the
JOHNSON, E.E. key value.  In this example, the FILE GET verb retrieves one record.
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Generic Retrieval

Generic retrieval assumes that the value of the current key is a partial key.  A partial
key is a truncated version of a full key.  In a partial key, only some of the leading
characters are supplied.

Retrieval by partial key is normally used when the entire key is not known or when
many records have keys that are similar.  For example, if the value of a full key in a
record is RECORD_1, then you could use the following partial keys to search for the
record:

KEY=REC
KEY=RECORD
KEY=RECORD_

Generic retrieval retrieves the first record when the value of the key in the record
partially matches the value of the current key.  You have only one option when
retrieving a record generically.  The option is outlined in the following steps:

1. Set the current key by using the FILE SET verb, for example:

FILE SET KEY=ABCDEF

2. Retrieve the first record that generically matches the current key by using a FILE
GET verb that specifies a generic retrieval option, for example:

FILE GET OPT=KEQ ARGS

After the FILE GET verb generically retrieves a record, it sets the retrieval direction of
subsequent FILE GET verbs either forward or backward.  Subsequent FILE GET verbs,
which use the same OPT operand, sequentially retrieve all other records that match
the partial key.

Table 12-6 lists the options you can use to specify the method of generic retrieval and
set the retrieval direction to forward.

Table 12-4.  Generic Retrieval Options That Set Direction Forward

Option Meaning

KEQ Retrieves a record with a record key generically equal to the specified key and
sets retrieval direction forward.

KGE Retrieves a record with a record key generically greater than or equal to the
specified key and sets retrieval direction forward.

KGT Retrieves a record with a record key generically greater than the specified key and
sets retrieval direction forward.
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Table 12-7 lists the options you can use to specify the method of generic retrieval and
set the retrieval direction to backward.

Table 12-5.  Generic Retrieval Options That Set Direction Backward

Option Meaning

KEL Retrieves a record with a record key generically equal to the specified key and
sets retrieval direction backward.

KLE Retrieves a record with a record key generically less than or equal to the specified
key and sets retrieval direction backward.

KLT Retrieves a record with a record key generically less than the specified key and
sets retrieval direction backward.

Figure 12-15 illustrates generic retrieval.

Figure 12-15.  Generic Retrieval From a Key-Sequenced File

FILE SET KEY="JOHNSON"
FILE GET OPT=KEQ ARGS
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The FILE SET verb sets the value of the partial key to JOHNSON.  The first FILE GET
verb finds the first record in the key-sequenced file that matches the partial key of
JOHNSON.  It sets the retrieval direction of subsequent FILE GET verbs to forward.
Subsequent FILE GET verbs, which use the same OPT operand, sequentially retrieve
all other records that match the partial key of JOHNSON.

Getting a Record From a Mapped Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment gets all records from a mapped key-sequenced file,
beginning at the first record:

…
/* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
FILE GET OPT=SEQ MDO=&rec.
DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
   ASSIGN VARS=&field* FROM MDO=&rec.
   DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
      SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
   END /*do*/
   FILE GET OPT=SEQ MDO=&rec.
END /*do while*/
…

Getting a Record From an Unmapped Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment gets all records from an unmapped key-sequenced file,
beginning at the last record:

…
/* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
FILE GET OPT=BWD VARS=&field* SEGMENT=20
DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
   DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
      /* Use | to show exact field length */
      SAY "Field "&fno" is |"&field&fno"|"
   END /*do*/
   FILE GET OPT=SEQ VARS=&field* SEGMENT=20
END /*do while*/
…
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Getting a Record From a Delimited Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment gets all records from a delimited key-sequenced file,
beginning at the last record:

…
/* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
FILE GET OPT=BWD VARS=&field*
DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
   DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
      /* Use | to show exact field length */
      SAY "Field "&fno" is |"&field&fno"|"
   END /*do*/
   FILE GET OPT=SEQ VARS=&field*
END /*do while*/
…

Updating a Record The FILE PUT verb updates an existing record in a key-sequenced file.  You can
update existing records in mapped, unmapped, and delimited key-sequenced files.
When you update a record, the new data in the record overwrites the old data in the
record.  You must specify the value of the record key, using the KEY operand, either
before updating the record, using the FILE SET verb, or when you update the record,
using the FILE PUT verb.

Note See the discussion on adding a record to an entry-sequenced file earlier in this section for information on
how to construct a record before updating the record in a file.

Update Techniques

There are two general techniques you can use to update an existing record.  You can
either read the record first, using the FILE GET verb, before replacing the record with
FILE PUT, or you can replace it directly with FILE PUT without reading it.  The
method you choose is determined by the requirements of your NCL procedure.

Locking a Record Before an Update

If more than one NCL process may attempt to concurrently update the same record in
a file, you must ensure that updates are not lost or overwritten.  You can do so by
locking a record when it is retrieved by the FILE GET verb before using the FILE PUT
verb to update it.  You can use either the OPT=UPD or UPDATE operand of the FILE
GET verb to retrieve a record and lock it.

If a record is already in use, the FILE GET operation fails.  The system variable
&SYS.FILE.RC is set to 8 and the system variable &SYS.FILE.ERROR contains the
corresponding Guardian error number, which is 73.  The NCL process can then take
alternative action, such as delaying processing for a short period of time, using the
DELAY verb, before retrying the FILE GET operation.  When the FILE GET verb is
finally successful, the NCL process can issue FILE PUT to complete the update
operation.
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Note When you obtain exclusive access to a record, you should ensure that the NCL process relinquishes the
locked record as quickly as possible.  It is not good practice to lock a record and then display a panel that
waits for operator input since this may delay access to the record by other NCL processes.

Updating a Record in a Mapped Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment presents all records for update in a mapped
key-sequenced file (the value of the record key is obtained before executing this code
segment):

…
/* Updates a record and adds to a file */
/* Key is obtained before presenting fields for update */
&answer = N
SAY "Update record? (Y/N) Default=N"
CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _N
PAUSE VARS=&answer PARSE=NO SEGMENT=1
IF UPPER(&answer) = Y THEN DO
   DO &fno = 1 TO 4
      SAY Enter record &key field &fno
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID
      PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
   END /*&fno do*/
   ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL FROM VARS=&field*
   FILE PUT KEY=&key MDO=&rec.
END /*do*/
…
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Updating a Record in an Unmapped Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment presents all records for update in an unmapped
key-sequenced file (the value of the record key is obtained before executing this code
segment):

…
/* Updates a record and adds to a file */
/* Key is obtained before presenting fields for update */
&answer = N
SAY "Update record? (Y/N) Default=N"
CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _N
PAUSE VARS=&answer PARSE=NO SEGMENT=1
IF UPPER(&answer) = Y THEN DO
   DO &fno = 1 TO 4
      SAY Enter record &key field &fno
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID
      PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
      /* Fix length of field at 20 bytes */
      &field&fno = LEFT(&field&fno,20)
   END /*&fno do*/
   FILE PUT KEY=&key VARS=&field*
END /*do*/
…

Updating a Record in a Delimited Key-Sequenced File

The following code segment presents all records for update in a delimited
key-sequenced file (the value of the record key is obtained before executing this code
segment):

…
/* Updates a record and adds to a file */
/* Key is obtained before presenting fields for update */
&answer = N
SAY "Update record? (Y/N) Default=N"
CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _N
PAUSE VARS=&answer PARSE=NO SEGMENT=1
IF UPPER(&answer) = Y THEN DO
   DO &fno = 1 TO 4
      SAY Enter record &key field &fno
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID
      PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
   END /*&fno do*/
   FILE PUT KEY=&key VARS=&field*
END /*do*/
…
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Deleting a Record The FILE DEL verb deletes one or more records in key-sequenced file.  You can delete
records from mapped, unmapped, and delimited key-sequenced files.  When you
delete a record, you must specify the value of the record key, using the KEY operand,
either before deleting the record, using the FILE SET verb, or when you delete the
record, using the FILE DEL verb.

You can use two methods to delete records from a UDB:  exact deletion by a specific
key or deletion by a generic key.

Exact Deletion

Exact deletion by an exact key value is the default.  Deletion by a specific key deletes
only the record that matches the specified key.  Figure 12-16 illustrates exact deletion.

Figure 12-16.  Exact Deletion
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Generic Deletion

Generic deletion assumes that the value of the current key (set by the KEY operand) is
a partial key.  A partial key is a truncated version of a full key.  In a partial key only
some of the leading characters are supplied.  Deletion by partial key is normally used
when you want to delete many records.  Table 12-8 lists the options you can use to
specify the method of generic deletion; Figure 12-17 illustrates generic deletion.

Table 12-6.  Generic Deletion Options

Option Meaning

KEQALL Deletes the specified record and all following records that have keys matching the
partial key provided.

KGEALL Deletes the specified record and all following records that have keys greater than
or equal to the partial key provided.

Figure 12-17.  Generic Deletion
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Deleting a Record in Mapped, Unmapped, and Delimited Files

The way that data is organized in a file does not affect how you delete a record in the
file.  The following code segment deletes a record in a mapped, unmapped, or
delimited file (the value of the record key is obtained before executing this code
segment):

…
/* Deletes a record */
&answer = N
SAY "Delete record? (Y/N) Default=N"
CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _N
PAUSE VARS=&answer PARSE=NO SEGMENT=1
IF UPPER(&answer) = Y THEN
   FILE DEL KEY=&key
…

Examples of Working With
Single Key-Sequenced

Files

This subsection has four examples of NCL procedures that illustrate how to work with
delimited key-sequenced files.  The examples show:

How to add records to a delimited key-sequenced file

How to get records from a delimited key-sequenced file

How to update records in a delimited key-sequenced file

How to delete records in a delimited key-sequenced file

Comments throughout each example describe how it works.  You must specify the file
name as the first parameter when you execute each example, for example:

START ZEX1206N $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.DKSUDB

Note Before executing each example, you should use the SHOW UDB command to ensure that DKSUDB is
not being used as a UDB ID at your installation.  If it is, edit the examples so that they use a different
UDB ID.
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Example—Adding Records to a Key-Sequenced File

The following NCL procedure adds four records to a delimited key-sequenced file.  It
obtains the records by pausing and waiting for input typed in at the OCS command
input line.  One line of input is regarded as one field in a record.  Each record has four
fields.

zex1206n: PROCEDURE
   /* Adds records to a delimited key-sequenced UDB */
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   IF &1 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter file name as first parameter"
      FLUSH
      END
   ELSE
      &filename = &1
   &id = DKSUDB
   CALL create_file SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL open_file SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL add_records SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &filename,&id
   EXIT
   /* ==================== CREATE FILE ==================== */
   create_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename
      /* Use FUP to create new key-sequenced file */
      SAY "Creating file "&filename
      INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE "&filename", TYPE K,",
         "REC 512, KEYLEN 6"
      DO UNTIL &msgno = NNM0999
         INTREAD VARS=(&msgno(7),*,&text) TYPE=ANY PARSE=NO
         IF POS("ERR 10",&text) > 0 THEN DO
            /* File exists, so flush NCL process */
            SAY "Must enter new file name"
            FLUSH
            END /*do*/
      END /*do until*/
      INTCMD "OPSYS KILL FUP"
      INTREAD
   END create_file
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Open file for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&filename
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
      INTREAD
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=DELIMITED
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
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   END open_file
   /* ==================== ADD RECORDS ==================== */
   add_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Gets records from OCS command input line */
      /* and adds to file.                        */
      /* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
      DO &rno = 1 TO 4
         DO &fno = 1 TO 4
            SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
            CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
            PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
         END /*&fno do*/
         SAY "Adding record "&rno" to "&filename
         FILE ADD KEY=&rno VARS=&field*
         SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Record added"
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record exists, not added"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*&rno do*/
   END add_records
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Close file from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&filename
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
      INTREAD
   END close_file
END zex1206n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (12:13) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX1206N $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.DKSUDB
   Creating file $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.DKSUDB
   Opening $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.DKSUDB
   8 Read, write, and delete access
   Enter record 1 field 1
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1206N NCLID 44 PAUSED
   Enter record 1 field 2
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1206N NCLID 44 PAUSED
   Enter record 1 field 3
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1206N NCLID 44 PAUSED
   Enter record 1 field 4
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1206N NCLID 44 PAUSED
   Adding record 1 to $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.DKSUDB
   Key is 1
   0 Record added
   Enter record 2 field 1
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1206N NCLID 44 PAUSED
   Enter record 2 field 2
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1206N NCLID 44 PAUSED
   Enter record 2 field 3
   NNM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1206N NCLID 44 PAUSED
 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
  PM=> -GO ID=44

Example—Getting Records From a Key-Sequenced File

The following NCL procedure gets records from a delimited key-sequenced file and
displays them at the OCS window:

zex1207n: PROCEDURE
   /* Reads records from delimited key-sequenced UDB */
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   IF &1 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter file name as first parameter"
      FLUSH
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &filename = &1
   &id = DKSUDB
   CALL open_file SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL get_records SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &filename,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Opens file for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&filename
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
      INTREAD
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=DELIMITED
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
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         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== GET RECORDS ==================== */
   get_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
      FILE GET OPT=FWD VARS=&field*
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN DO
            SAY "0 Record retrieved"
            SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
            END /*do*/
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
         DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
            SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
         END /*do*/
         FILE GET OPT=SEQ VARS=&field*
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN DO
               SAY "0 Record retrieved"
               SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
               END /*do*/
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do while*/
   END get_records
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Close file from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&filename
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
      INTREAD
   END close_file
END zex1207n
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Example—Updating Records in a Key-Sequenced File

The following NCL procedure allows you to update records in a delimited
key-sequenced file:

zex1208n: PROCEDURE
   /* Reads records from and updates records in delimited */
   /* key-sequenced UDB */
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   IF &1 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter file name as first parameter"
      FLUSH
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &filename = &1
   &id = DKSUDB
   CALL open_file SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL get_records SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &filename,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Opens file for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&filename
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
      INTREAD
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=DELIMITED
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== GET RECORDS ==================== */
   get_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
      &key = 1
      FILE GET KEY=&key UPDATE VARS=&field*
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN DO
            SAY "0 Record retrieved"
            SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
            END /*do*/
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
         DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
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            SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
         END /*do*/
         CALL put_record SHARE &filename,&id,&key,&field*
         FILE GET KEY=&key UPDATE VARS=&field*
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN DO
               SAY "0 Record retrieved"
               SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
               END /*do*/
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do while*/
   END get_records
   /* ==================== PUT RECORD  ==================== */
   put_record: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id,&key,&field*
      /* Updates a record and adds to a file */
      &answer = N
      SAY "Update record? (Y/N) Default=N"
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID
      PAUSE VARS=&answer PARSE=NO SEGMENT=1
      IF UPPER(&answer) = Y THEN DO
         DO &fno = 1 TO 4
            SAY Enter record &key field &fno
            CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID
            PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
         END /*&fno do*/
         FILE PUT KEY=&key VARS=&field*
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Record updated"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do*/
      &key = &key + 1
      RETURN &key
   END put_record
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Close file from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&filename
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
      INTREAD
   END close_file
END zex1208n
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Example—Deleting Records in a Key-Sequenced File

The following NCL procedure allows you to delete records in a delimited
key-sequenced file:

zex1209n: PROCEDURE
   /* Deletes records in a delimited key-sequenced UDB */
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   IF &1 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter file name as first parameter"
      FLUSH
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &filename = &1
   &id = DKSUDB
   CALL open_file SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL get_records SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &filename,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Opens file for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&filename
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
      INTREAD
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=DELIMITED
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== GET RECORDS ==================== */
   get_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
      &key = 1
      FILE GET KEY=&key UPDATE VARS=&field*
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN DO
            SAY "0 Record retrieved"
            SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
            END /*do*/
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
         DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
            SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
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         END /*do*/
         CALL delete_record SHARE &key
         FILE GET KEY=&key UPDATE VARS=&field*
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN DO
               SAY "0 Record retrieved"
               SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
               END /*do*/
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do while*/
   END get_records
   /* ================= DELETE RECORD  ==================== */
   delete_record: PROCEDURE SHARE &key
      /* Deletes a record */
      &answer = N
      SAY "Delete record? (Y/N) Default=N"
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _N
      PAUSE VARS=&answer PARSE=NO SEGMENT=1
      IF UPPER(&answer) = Y THEN DO
         FILE DEL KEY=&key
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Record deleted"
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do*/
      &key = &key + 1
      RETURN &key
   END delete_record
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Close file from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&filename
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
      INTREAD
   END close_file
END zex1209n
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Working With Key-
Sequenced Files in a

UDB Pair

The structure of records in a key-sequenced file is briefly described earlier in this
section.  This subsection describes how to work with key-sequenced files in a UDB
pair from an NCL process:

How to create the key-sequenced files in a UDB pair from an NCL process

How to open a UDB pair for system-wide access from an NCL process

How to open a UDB pair for use by an NCL process and specify how data is
organized

How to add a record to a UDB pair

How to get (retrieve) a record from a UDB pair

How to put (update) a record in a UDB pair

How to delete a record in a UDB pair

Complete examples of NCL procedures that work with UDB pairs are included at the
end of this subsection.

Working with single key-sequenced files is discussed earlier in this section.

Creating the Files in a UDB
Pair

You can use FUP to create the two key-sequenced files in a UDB pair.  The following
values in the two key-sequenced files must be identical:

Record length

Key length and offset of primary keys

Key length and offset of alternate keys (if present)

Additionally, the value of the primary key offset must be zero (0).

Opening the UDB Pair for
Access by NonStop

NET/MASTER MS

The UDBCTL OPEN command opens a UDB pair for access by NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.  The first file you specify in the UDB pair is opened by default for
both read and write access; the second (always) for read-only access.

Opening the UDB Pair for
Access by NCL

The FILE OPEN verb opens a UDB pair for access by NCL.  You can open the
key-sequenced files in a UDB pair as mapped, unmapped, or delimited.

Note See the discussion on opening a single key-sequenced file for access by NCL, earlier in this section, for
information on opening a UDB pair for access by NCL.
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Adding a Record The FILE ADD and FILE PUT verbs add a new record to a UDB pair.  You can use
either verb to add records to mapped, unmapped, and delimited key-sequenced files
in a UDB pair.

Note See the discussion on adding a record to an entry-sequenced file, earlier in this section, for information on
how to construct a record before adding the record to a file.  See the discussion on adding a record to a
single key-sequenced file, earlier in this section, for information on how to specify the record key before
adding the record to a file.

The FILE ADD and FILE PUT verbs attempt to add the record as a new record in the
first file in the UDB pair.  If the specified record key does not exist in either file, the
record is added to the first file; otherwise, the FILE ADD operation fails.  (The FILE
PUT verb, however, succeeds in updating the record, as described later in this section.)

Figure 12-18 shows how to add a record to a UDB pair.

Figure 12-18.  Adding a Record to a UDB Pair
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Getting a Record The FILE GET verb retrieves a record from a UDB pair.  You can retrieve records from
mapped, unmapped, and delimited key-sequenced files in a UDB pair.

Note See the discussion on getting a record from an entry-sequenced file, earlier in this section, for information
on sequential retrieval.  See the discussion on getting a record from a single key-sequenced file, earlier in
this section, for information on exact retrieval, generic retrieval, and how to specify the record key before
getting a record from a file.

The PATH operand of the FILE GET verb determines the key-sequenced file(s) in a
UDB pair from which a record is retrieved.  You can retrieve a record from:

The first file in the UDB pair, by specifying PATH=ONE

The second file in the UDB pair, by specifying PATH=TWO

Either or both files in the UDB pair, by omitting the PATH operand or by
specifying PATH=ANY

Note If you specify PATH=ONE or PATH=TWO, you are attempting to retrieve a record from a single
key-sequenced file.  See the discussion on getting a record from a single key-sequenced file, earlier in
this section, for details.

When retrieving records from either or both files in a UDB pair, the FILE GET verb
attempts to retrieve the record from the first file, then the second file (if present), as
follows:

If the record is in neither file, the FILE GET operation fails.

If the record is in the first file but not the second file, the record is retrieved from
the first file.

If the record is in the second file but not the first file, the record is retrieved from
the second file.

If the record is in both files, the record is retrieved from the first file.
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Figure 12-19 shows sequential retrieval from both files in a UDB pair, beginning with
the first record.  Records are retrieved in order from 1 through 10.

Figure 12-19.  Sequential Retrieval From a UDB Pair
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Updating a Record The FILE PUT verb updates an existing record in a UDB pair.  You can update existing
records in mapped, unmapped, and delimited key-sequenced files in a UDB pair.

Note See the discussion on adding a record to an entry-sequenced file, earlier in this section, for information on
how to construct a record before updating the record in a file.  See the discussion on updating a record in
a single key-sequenced file, earlier in this section, for information on update techniques and record locking
before an update.
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When updating a record in a UDB pair, the FILE PUT verb operates as follows:

If the record is in neither file, the record is added to the first file.  This FILE PUT
operation is the same as a FILE ADD operation (see Figure 12-18).

If the record is in the first file but not the second file, the record in the first file is
updated (see Figure 12-20).  That is, a new record replaces the existing record in
the first file.

If the record is in the second file but not the first file, the record is added to the
first file (see Figure 12-21).  That is, the new record in the first file logically updates
the record in the second file.  This is so because the record in the first file "hides"
the record in the second file.  Subsequent file processing works with the record
from the first file.

If the record is in both files, the record in the first file is updated (see Figure 12-22).
That is, a new record replaces the existing record in the first file.

Figure 12-20.  Updating a Record in a UDB Pair—Case 1
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Figure 12-21.  Updating a Record in a UDB Pair—Case 2
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Figure 12-22.  Updating a Record in a UDB Pair—Case 3
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Deleting a Record The FILE DEL verb deletes one or more records in a UDB pair.  You can delete records
from mapped, unmapped, and delimited key-sequenced files in a UDB pair.

Note See the discussion on deleting a record from a single key-sequenced file, earlier in this section, for
information on exact deletion, generic deletion, and how to specify the record key before deleting a record
from a file.
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When deleting a record from a UDB pair, the FILE DEL verb operates as follows:

If the record is in neither file, the FILE DEL operation fails.

If the record is in the first file but not the second file, the record is deleted from the
first file (see Figure 12-23).

If the record is in the second file but not the first file, a delete-record is written to
the first file (see Figure 12-24).  This marks the record in the second file as being
deleted; that is, the record in the second file is logically deleted.

If the record is in both files, a delete-record replaces the existing record in the first
file (see Figure 12-25).  This marks the record in the second file as being deleted;
that is, the record in the second file is logically deleted.

Figure 12-23.  Deleting a Record From a UDB Pair—Case 1
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Figure 12-24.  Deleting a Record From a UDB Pair—Case 2
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Figure 12-25.  Deleting a Record From a UDB Pair—Case 3
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Examples of Working With
Key-Sequenced Files in a

UDB Pair

This subsection has six examples of NCL procedures that illustrate how to work with
UDB pairs (record structure is mapped).  The examples show:

How to add records to the read-only file in a UDB pair (before the file is opened as
part of the UDB pair)

How to get records from the read-only file in a UDB pair (before the file is opened
as part of the UDB pair)

How to add records to a UDB pair

How to get records from a UDB pair

How to update records in a UDB pair

How to delete records in a UDB pair

Comments throughout each example describe how it works.  The comments also
indicate whether you should specify one or two file names when you execute each
example.

Note Before executing each example, you should use the SHOW UDB command to ensure that UDBPAIR is
not being used as a UDB ID at your installation.  If it is, edit the examples so that they use a different
UDB ID.

Example—Adding Records to the Read-Only File in a UDB Pair

The following NCL procedure adds four records to a key-sequenced file (before the
file is opened as the read-only file in a UDB pair).  The NCL procedure obtains the
records by pausing and waiting for input typed in at the OCS command input line.
One line of input is regarded as one field in a record.  Each record has four fields.  The
NCL procedure also creates the file opened for read and write access in a UDB pair
(for use in subsequent examples).

zex1211n: PROCEDURE
   /* Adds records to a mapped key-sequenced UDB, */
   /* the distributed file in a UDB pair.  Also,  */
   /* creates the customized file in a UDB pair.  */
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   IF &1 = "" OR &2 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter two file names"
      FLUSH
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &custfile = &1
      &distfile = &2
   &id = UDBPAIR
   CALL create_file SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   CALL open_file SHARE &distfile,&id
   CALL add_records SHARE &distfile,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &distfile,&id
   EXIT
   /* ==================== CREATE FILE ==================== */
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   create_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile
      /* Use FUP to create new key-sequenced files */
      DO &i = 1 TO 2
         IF &i = 1 THEN
               &filename = &custfile
            ELSE
               &filename = &distfile
         SAY "Creating file "&filename
         INTCMD "OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE "&filename", TYPE K,",
            "REC 512, KEYLEN 6"
         DO UNTIL &msgno = NNM0999
            INTREAD VARS=(&msgno(7),*,&text) TYPE=ANY PARSE=NO
            IF POS("ERR 10",&text) > 0 THEN DO
               /* File exists, so flush NCL process */
               SAY "Must enter new file name"
               FLUSH
               END /*do*/
            INTCONT
         END /*do until*/
      END /*do*/
      INTCMD "OPSYS KILL FUP"
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
   END create_file
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &distfile,&id
      /* Open file for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&distfile
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&distfile" ID="&id
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== ADD RECORDS ==================== */
   add_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &distfile,&id
      /* Get records from OCS command input line */
      /* and add to file.                        */
      ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
      /* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
      DO &rno = 1 TO 4
         DO &fno = 1 TO 4
            SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
            CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
            PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
         END /*&fno do*/
         /* Get record key */
         SAY Enter record key for record &rno
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         CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
         PAUSE VARS=&key PARSE=NO SEGMENT=6
         /* Construct and add record */
         ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL FROM VARS=&field*
         SAY "Adding record "&rno" with key "&key" to "&distfile
         FILE ADD KEY=&key MDO=&rec.
         SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Record added"
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record exists, not added"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*&rno do*/
   END add_records
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &distfile,&id
      /* Close file from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&distfile
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&distfile
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
   END close_file
END zex1211n

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (11:24) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX1211N $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.CUSTFILE $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.DISTFILE
   Creating file $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.CUSTFILE
   NNM1468 File Utility Program - T9074D30 - (12FEB93)    System  \SYS1
   NNM1468 Copyright Tandem Computers Incorporated 1981, 1983, 1985-1993
   NNM1456 CREATED - $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.CUSTFILE
   NNM0999 *END*
   Creating file $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.DISTFILE
   NNM1456 CREATED - $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.DISTFILE
   NNM0999 *END*
   NNM1469 Kill command processed
   Opening $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.DISTFILE
   NNM0999 *END*
   8 Read, write, and delete access
   Enter record 1 field 1
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1211N NCLID 2502 PAUSED
   Enter record 1 field 2
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1211N NCLID 2502 PAUSED
   Enter record 1 field 3
   |NM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1211N NCLID 2502 PAUSED
   Enter record 1 field 4
   NNM1060 PROCEDURE ZEX1211N NCLID 2502 PAUSED
 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
  PM=> -GO ID=2502
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Example—Getting Records From the Read-Only File in a UDB Pair

The following NCL procedure gets records from a key-sequenced file (before the file is
opened as the read-only file in a UDB pair):

zex1212n: PROCEDURE
   /* Reads records from a mapped key-sequenced UDB */
   IF &1 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter a file name"
      EXIT
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &distfile = &1
   &id = UDBPAIR
   CALL open_file SHARE &distfile,&id
   CALL get_records SHARE &distfile,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &distfile,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &distfile,&id
      /* Open file for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&distfile
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&distfile" ID="&id
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== GET RECORDS ==================== */
   get_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &distfile,&id
      /* Get records and display them on OCS window */
      ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
      FILE GET OPT=SEQ MDO=&rec.
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN DO
            SAY "0 Record retrieved"
            SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
            END /*do*/
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
         ASSIGN VARS=&field* FROM MDO=&rec.
         DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
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            SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
         END /*do*/
         FILE GET OPT=SEQ MDO=&rec.
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN DO
               SAY "0 Record retrieved"
               SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
               END /*do*/
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do while*/
   END get_records
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &distfile,&id
      /* Close file from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&distfile
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&distfile
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
   END close_file
END zex1212n

Example—Adding Records to a UDB Pair

The following NCL procedure adds four records to a UDB pair:

zex1213n: PROCEDURE
   /* Adds records to a UDB pair */
   IF &1 = "" OR &2 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter two file names"
      EXIT
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &custfile = &1
      &distfile = &2
   &id = UDBPAIR
   CALL open_file SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   CALL add_records SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Open UDB pair for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&custfile &distfile
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=("&custfile","&distfile") ID="&id
      INTREAD
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      INTCONT
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== ADD RECORDS ==================== */
   add_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Get records from OCS command input line */
      /* and add to UDB pair.                    */
      ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
      /* Allows you to enter 4 fields for 4 records */
      DO &rno = 1 TO 4
         DO &fno = 1 TO 4
            SAY Enter record &rno field &fno
            CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
            PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
         END /*&fno do*/
         /* Get record key */
         SAY Enter record key for record &rno
         CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _
         PAUSE VARS=&key PARSE=NO SEGMENT=6
         /* Construct and add record */
         ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL FROM VARS=&field*
         SAY "Adding record "&rno" with key "&key" to "&custfile
         FILE ADD KEY=&key MDO=&rec.
         SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Record added"
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record exists, not added"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*&rno do*/
   END add_records
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Close UDB pair from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&custfile &distfile
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE=("&custfile","&distfile")"
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
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   END close_file
END zex1213n

Example—Getting Records From a UDB Pair

The following NCL procedure gets records from a UDB pair and displays them on an
OCS window:

zex1214n: PROCEDURE
   /* Reads records from a UDB pair */
   IF &1 = "" OR &2 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter two file names"
      EXIT
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &custfile = &1
      &distfile = &2
   &id = UDBPAIR
   CALL open_file SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   CALL get_records SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Open UDB pair for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&custfile &distfile
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=("&custfile","&distfile") ID="&id
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== GET RECORDS ==================== */
   get_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Get records from UDB pair and display them */
      /* on OCS window */
      ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
      FILE GET OPT=SEQ MDO=&rec.
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN DO
            SAY "0 Record retrieved"
            SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
            SAY "Path is "&SYS.FILE.PATH
            END /*do*/
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
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            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
         ASSIGN VARS=&field* FROM MDO=&rec.
         DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
            SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
         END /*do*/
         FILE GET OPT=SEQ MDO=&rec.
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN DO
               SAY "0 Record retrieved"
               SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
               SAY "Path is "&SYS.FILE.PATH
               END /*do*/
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do while*/
   END get_records
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Close UDB pair from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&custfile &distfile
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE=("&custfile","&distfile")"
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
   END close_file

Example—Updating Records In a UDB Pair

The following NCL procedure allows you to update records in a UDB pair:

zex1215n: PROCEDURE
   /* Updates records in a UDB pair */
   IF &1 = "" OR &2 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter two file names"
      EXIT
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &custfile = &1
      &distfile = &2
   &id = UDBPAIR
   CALL open_file SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   CALL get_records SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
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   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Open UDB pair for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&custfile &distfile
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=("&custfile","&distfile") ID="&id
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== GET RECORDS ==================== */
   get_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Get records from UDB pair and display them */
      /* on OCS window */
      &rno = 0; &key = ""
      ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
      FILE GET OPT=SEQ UPDATE MDO=&rec.
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN DO
            SAY "0 Record retrieved"; &rno = &rno + 1
            SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY; &key = &SYS.FILE.KEY
            SAY "Path is "&SYS.FILE.PATH
            END /*do*/
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
         ASSIGN VARS=&field* FROM MDO=&rec.
         DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
            SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
         END /*do*/
         CALL put_record SHARE &id,&rno,&key,&field*,&rec.
         FILE GET OPT=SEQ UPDATE MDO=&rec.
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN DO
               SAY "0 Record retrieved"; &rno = &rno + 1
               SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY; &key = &SYS.FILE.KEY
               SAY "Path is "&SYS.FILE.PATH
               END /*do*/
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do while*/
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   END get_records
   /* ==================== PUT RECORDS ==================== */
   put_record: PROCEDURE SHARE &id,&rno,&key,&field*,&rec.
      /* Update a record and add to UDB pair */
      &answer = N
      SAY "Update record? (Y/N) Default=N"
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _N
      PAUSE VARS=&answer PARSE=NO SEGMENT=1
      IF UPPER(&answer) = Y THEN DO
         DO &fno = 1 TO 4
            SAY Enter record &rno field &fno with key &key
            CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID
            PAUSE VARS=&field&fno PARSE=NO
         END /*&fno do*/
         ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL FROM VARS=&field*
         FILE PUT KEY=&key MDO=&rec.
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Record updated"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do*/
      &key = ""
      RETURN &key
   END put_record
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Close UDB pair from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&custfile &distfile
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE=("&custfile","&distfile")"
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
   END close_file
END zex1215n

Example—Deleting Records In a UDB Pair

The following NCL procedure allows you to delete records in a UDB pair:

zex1216n: PROCEDURE
   /* Deletes records from a UDB pair */
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   IF &1 = "" OR &2 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter two file names"
      FLUSH
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &custfile = &1
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      &distfile = &2
   &id = UDBPAIR
   CALL open_file SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   CALL get_records SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Open UDB pair for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&custfile &distfile
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN=("&custfile","&distfile") ID="&id
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=MAPPED MAP=$NCL
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== GET RECORDS ==================== */
   get_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Get records from UDB pair and display them */
      /* on OCS window */
      &key = ""
      ASSIGN MDO=&rec. MAP=$NCL
      FILE GET OPT=SEQ UPDATE MDO=&rec.
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN DO
            SAY "0 Record retrieved"
            SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY; &key = &SYS.FILE.KEY
            SAY "Path is "&SYS.FILE.PATH
            END /*do*/
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
         ASSIGN VARS=&field* FROM MDO=&rec.
         DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
            SAY "Field "&fno" is "&field&fno
         END /*do*/
         CALL delete_record SHARE &key
         FILE GET OPT=SEQ UPDATE MDO=&rec.
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN DO
               SAY "0 Record retrieved"
               SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY; &key = &SYS.FILE.KEY
               SAY "Path is "&SYS.FILE.PATH
               END /*do*/
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            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do while*/
   END get_records
   /* ================= DELETE RECORD  ==================== */
   delete_record: PROCEDURE SHARE &key
      /* Delete a record */
      &answer = N
      SAY "Delete record? (Y/N) Default=N"
      CMDLINE "-GO ID="&SYS.NCLID _N
      PAUSE VARS=&answer PARSE=NO SEGMENT=1
      IF UPPER(&answer) = Y THEN DO
         FILE DEL KEY=&key
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Record deleted"
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do*/
      &key = ""
      RETURN &key
   END delete_record
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &custfile,&distfile,&id
      /* Close UDB pair from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&custfile &distfile
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE=("&custfile","&distfile")"
      INTREAD
      INTCONT
   END close_file
END zex1216n
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Working With Edit
Files

The structure of records in an edit file is briefly described earlier in this section.  This
subsection describes how to work with edit files from an NCL process.  It does so by
presenting a series of code segments that you can use when you create your own NCL
procedures.  The code segments show the following:

How to create the file from the OCS command input line

How to open an edit file for system-wide access from an NCL process

How to open an edit file for use by an NCL process and specify how its data is
organized

How to get (retrieve) a record from an edit file

Comments throughout each code segment describe how it works.  A complete
example of an NCL procedure that works with edit files is included at the end of this
subsection.

Note You cannot add a record to, update a record in, or delete a record from an edit file from an NCL process.

Creating the File As a general rule, it is not useful to create an edit file from an NCL process because
NCL cannot add records to the file.  However, you can use FUP or EDIT to create an
edit file from the OCS command input line.

The following FUP command creates an edit file from the OCS command input line:

OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE, CODE 101

The following FUP command purges the edit file:

OPSYS SEND FUP PURGE $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE !

The following FUP command terminates the session with FUP:

OPSYS EOF FUP
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The following screen shows the result of executing the commands:

  (06:19) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START OPSYS SEND FUP CREATE $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE, CODE 101
   NNM1468 File Utility Program - T9074D30 - (15JUN91)    System  \SYS1
   NNM1468 Copyright Tandem Computers Incorporated 1981, 1983, 1985-1991
   NNM1456 CREATED - $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE
   NNM0999 *END*
   START OPSYS SEND FUP PURGE $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE !
   NNM1456 $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE PURGED.
   NNM1456 1 FILE PURGED
   NNM0999 *END*
   START OPSYS EOF FUP
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The following EDIT command creates an edit file from the OCS command input line:

OPSYS SEND EDIT GET $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE!

The following EDIT command terminates the session with EDIT:

OPSYS EOF EDIT

The following FUP command purges the edit file:

OPSYS SEND FUP PURGE $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE !
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The following screen shows the results of executing the commands:

  (07:05) ----------------------------------------------------------------------
   START OPSYS SEND EDIT GET $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE!
   NNM1468 TEXT EDITOR - T9601B30 - (08MAR87)
   NNM1456 CURRENT FILE IS $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE
   NNM0999 *END*
   START OPSYS EOF EDIT
   START OPSYS SEND FUP PURGE $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE !
   NNM1456 $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE PURGED.
   NNM1456 1 FILE PURGED
   NNM0999 *END*
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

To create an edit file (called EDITFILE) from an existing entry-sequenced file (called
ENTRYFIL), use the following EDIT command:

OPSYS SEND EDIT GET ENTRYFIL PUT EDITFILE

This command transfers all records from the entry-sequenced file to the edit file.

Note You must ensure that the record length of the entry-sequenced file is not too long, so that you can transfer
records to the edit file.  If not, a message similar to the following is displayed:

NNM1468 TEXT EDITOR - T9601B30 - (08MAR87)
NNM1456 - WARNING -
NNM1456 INPUT RECORD LENGTH TRUNCATED TO 255 BYTES

Opening the File for Access
by NonStop NET/MASTER

MS

The UDBCTL OPEN command opens a file for access by NonStop NET/MASTER MS.
The following code segment uses the INTCMD verb to execute the UDBCTL OPEN
command from an NCL process:

…
SAY "Opening "&filename
INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
INTREAD
…
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Opening the File for Access
by NCL

It is most meaningful to open an edit file as an unmapped file since NCL has no
control over the structure of the data—NCL can only read records from an edit file.
The following code segment uses the FILE OPEN verb to open a previously created
edit file for access by NCL:

…
FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=UNMAPPED
…

Getting a Record The FILE GET verb retrieves a record from an edit file.  One FILE GET verb in an NCL
process retrieves one record from a UDB—an NCL process must issue multiple FILE
GET statements to retrieve multiple records.  NCL regards an edit file as an
entry-sequenced file.  You can only read edit files in a forward direction.

The following code segment gets all records from an edit file beginning at the first
record:

…
/* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
FILE GET VARS=&record
DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
   SAY "Record is "&record
   FILE GET VARS=&record
END /*do while*/
…

The FILE GET verb obtains each record in the ordinary &RECORD variable.  After
reading a record, you can use the PARSE verb to split it into sections, for example:

PARSE ARGS DATA=&record
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Example of Working With
an Edit File

The following NCL procedure gets records from an edit file and displays them at an
OCS window.  Comments throughout the NCL procedure describe how it works.  The
edit file must exist before you attempt to read it.  You must specify the file name as the
first parameter when you execute the NCL procedure, for example:

START ZEX1210N $DATA2.JOHNNCLS.EDITFILE

Note Before executing the example, you should use the SHOW UDB command to ensure that UTEDIT is not
being used as a UDB ID at your installation.  If it is, edit the example so that it uses a different UDB ID.

zex1210n: PROCEDURE
   /* Reads records from unmapped entry-sequenced UDB */
   /* In this case, the file is a TEDIT file          */
   ON ERROR FLUSH
   IF &1 = "" THEN DO
      SAY "Must enter file name as first parameter"
      FLUSH
      END /*do*/
   ELSE
      &filename = &1
   &id = UTEDIT
   CALL open_file SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL get_records SHARE &filename,&id
   CALL close_file SHARE &filename,&id
   EXIT
   /* ====================  OPEN FILE  ==================== */
   open_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Opens file for NonStop NET/MASTER and NCL */
      SAY "Opening "&filename
      INTCMD "UDBCTL OPEN="&filename" ID="&id
      INTREAD
      FILE OPEN ID=&id FORMAT=UNMAPPED
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN SAY "0 Read-only access"
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Read and write access"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Read, write, and delete access"
         WHEN 12 THEN SAY "12 No access"
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
   END open_file
   /* ==================== GET RECORDS ==================== */
   get_records: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Get records and displays them on OCS window */
      FILE GET VARS=&record
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 0  THEN DO
            SAY "0 Record retrieved"
            SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
            END /*do*/
         WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
         WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
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         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      DO WHILE &SYS.FILE.RC = 0
         SAY "Record is "&record
         /* Parse record into "fields" */
         PARSE ARGS DATA=&record
         DO &fno = 1 TO &SYS.VARCNT
            SAY "Field "&fno" is "&&fno
            END /*do*/
         FILE GET VARS=&record
         SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
            WHEN 0  THEN DO
               SAY "0 Record retrieved"
               SAY "Key is "&SYS.FILE.KEY
               END /*do*/
            WHEN 4  THEN SAY "4 Record not found or EOF"
            WHEN 8  THEN SAY "8 Error "&SYS.FILE.ERROR
            WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 "&SYSMSG
            OTHERWISE
               SAY Unexpected error
         END /*select*/
      END /*do while*/
   END get_records
   /* ==================== CLOSE FILE  ==================== */
   close_file: PROCEDURE SHARE &filename,&id
      /* Close file from NCL and NonStop NET/MASTER */
      SAY "Closing "&filename
      FILE CLOSE ID=&id
      SELECT &SYS.FILE.RC
         WHEN 16 THEN SAY "16 Closed"
         OTHERWISE
            SAY Unexpected error
      END /*select*/
      INTCMD "UDBCTL CLOSE="&filename
      INTREAD
   END close_file
END zex1210n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure to read itself (a
TEDIT file):

  (12:47) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX1210N $DATA2.ZNCLPGN.ZEX1210N
   Opening $DATA2.ZNCLPGN.ZEX1210N
   8 Read, write, and delete access
   0 Record retrieved
   Key is 1000
   Record is zex1210n: PROCEDURE
   Field 1 is zex1210n:
   Field 2 is PROCEDURE
   0 Record retrieved
   Key is 2000
   Record is    /* Reads records from unmapped entry-sequenced UDB */
   Field 1 is /*
   Field 2 is Reads
   Field 3 is records
   Field 4 is from
   Field 5 is unmapped
   Field 6 is entry-sequenced
   Field 7 is UDB
   Field 8 is */
   0 Record retrieved
   Key is 3000
 MSGS LOST  ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

Working With
Guardian Processes

You can communicate with a Guardian process from an NCL process by using the
FILE PUTGET verb.  FILE PUTGET works in the same way as the Guardian
WRITEREAD procedure call.  Refer to the Guardian Programmer’s Guide for more
information on WRITEREAD.
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